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HIGHER-LEVEL APPELL FUNCTIONS, MODULAR TRANSFORMATIONS,
AND CHARACTERS
A. M. SEMIKHATOV, A. TAORMINA, AND I. YU. TIPUNIN
Bore Feginu po sluqa ego ptidestileti
ABSTRACT. We study modular transformation properties of a class of indefinite theta se-
ries involved in characters of infinite-dimensional Lie superalgebras. The level-` Appell
functions K` satisfy open quasiperiodicity relations with additive theta-function terms
emerging in translating by the “period.” Generalizing the well-known interpretation of
theta functions as sections of line bundles, the K` function enters the construction of a
section of a rank-(` + 1) bundle V`,τ . We evaluate modular transformations of the K`
functions and construct the action of an SL(2,Z) subgroup that leaves the section of
V`,τ constructed from K` invariant.
Modular transformation properties of K` are applied to the affine Lie superalgebra
ŝ`(2|1) at rational level k > −1 and to the N = 2 super-Virasoro algebra, to derive
modular transformations of “admissible” characters, which are not periodic under the
spectral flow and cannot therefore be rationally expressed through theta functions. This
gives an example where constructing a modular group action involves extensions among
representations in a nonrational conformal model.
1. INTRODUCTION
We generalize some elements of the theta-function theory by studying modular trans-
formations of functions that are not doubly quasiperiodic in a variable µ ∈ C . Such
functions emerge in the study of characters of representations in (nonrational) conformal
field theory models based on Lie superalgebras, which motivates investigation of their
modular properties.
A modular group representation associated with characters of a suitable set of rep-
resentations is a fundamental property of conformal field theory models, related to the
fusion algebra by the Verlinde formula, via the argument traced to the consistency of
gluing a three-punctured sphere into a one-punctured torus — in fact, to consistency of
conformal field theory itself [1, 2]. Strictly speaking, this applies to rational conformal
field theories, where modular properties of the characters and the structure of the Verlinde
formula are known, at least in principle (for a discussion of the modular transformation
properties of characters and other quantities and for further references, see [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]).
Modular behavior of theta functions can be considered a basic feature underlying good
Key words and phrases. Modular transformations, characters, indefinite theta series, open quasiperiod-
icity, nonrational conformal field theory.
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modular properties in rational models (in particular, the well-known modular group rep-
resentation on a class of characters of affine Lie algebras [8]); it is deeply connected with
quasiperiodicity of theta functions and hence of the characters in rational models.
But characters that are not quasiperiodic (are not invariant under lattice translations,
often called “spectral flows” in that context) cannot be rationally expressed through theta
functions. Such characters often occur in nonrational conformal field theory models
(an infinite orbit of the spectral flow transform already implies that the theory is non-
rational). Modular properties of such characters present a problem both technically (the
theta-function theory is of little help) and conceptually (it is unclear what kind of modular
invariance is to be expected at all).
On the other hand, the paradigm that any consistent conformal field theory must be
related to a modular group representation, even beyond the class of rational theories,
motivates studying modular behavior of nonrational characters and, on the technical side,
seeking an adequate “replacement” of theta functions with some functions that are not
quasiperiodic but nevertheless behave reasonably under modular transformations and can
be used as “building blocks” of the characters. Such functions are to be found among
indefinite theta series (see [9, 10, 11, 12] and references therein).
In this paper, we study the modular (and other related) properties of higher-level Appell
functions — a particular instance of indefinite theta series, not-double-quasiperiodic func-
tions involved in the characters of modules of the ŝ`(2|1) affine Lie superalgebra [13] and
the N = 2 and N = 4 superextensions of the Virasoro algebra ([14, 15]). Remarkably,
the pattern of modular behavior established for the Appell functions is then reproduced
by the characters. For a positive integer ` , we define the level-` Appell function as
K`(τ, ν, µ) =
∑
m∈Z
eipim
2`τ+2ipim`ν
1− e2ipi(ν+µ+mτ)
, τ ∈ h, ν, µ ∈ C,
µ+ ν /∈ Zτ + Z.
(1.1)
Theorem 1.1. The level-` Appell function K` satisfies the relations
K`(τ + 1, ν, µ) =
{
K`(τ, ν +
1
2
, µ− 1
2
), ` odd,
K`(τ, ν, µ), ` even,
(1.2)
and
(1.3) K`(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = τe
ipi`ν
2−µ2
τ K`(τ, ν, µ)
+ τ
`−1∑
a=0
e
ipi `τ (ν+
a
` τ)
2
Φ(`τ, `µ−aτ)ϑ(`τ, `ν+aτ),
where
Φ(τ, µ) = − i
2
√−iτ −
1
2
∫
R
dx e−pix2
sinh
(
pix
√−iτ(1+2µ
τ
)
)
sinh
(
pix
√−iτ)(1.4)
(we refer to (1.9)–(1.16) for the theta-function notation).
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The simplest, level-1 Appell function κ(x, y; q) = K1(q, y−1q, xyq−1) has appeared
in [16, 17], and its S -transformation properties were formulated in [16] as the state-
ment that the difference between κ and its S -transform is divisible by the theta func-
tion ϑ(τ, µ) . Theorem 1.1 generalizes this to ` > 1 and in addition gives an integral
representation of the function Φ accompanying the theta-functional terms in the modu-
lar transform. This integral representation allows studying the Φ function, which is an
important ingredient of the theory of higher-level Appell functions, similarly to Barnes-
related functions arising elsewhere [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. We derive functional equa-
tions satisfied by Φ and the formula for its S -transformation.
Already with theta functions, their modular properties are closely related to (and can in
fact be derived from) their quasiperiodicity under lattice translations, which in geometric
terms means that the theta function ϑ(τ, · ) represents a section of a line bundle over
the torus determined by the modular parameter τ (hence the dependence on the second
argument ν ∈ C is doubly quasiperiodic). With the K` functions, which are no longer
doubly quasiperiodic, the geometric counterpart of “open quasiperiodicity” (a[dditive]-
quasiperiodicity in [24]) involves sections of rank-(` + 1) bundles. The simplest Appell
function κ in [16, 17] satisfies an open quasiperiodicity relation with an additive theta-
functional term arising in shifting the argument by the “period,”
(1.5) κ(zq, a; q) = aκ(z, a; q) + ϑ(q, z),
which implies that (κ( · , a; q), ϑ(q, · )) represents a section of a rank-2 bundle over the
elliptic curve [16]. Analogously, the higher-level Appell functions, in the “multiplicative”
notation,1 are quasiperiodic under x 7→ xq and satisfy an open quasiperiodicity relation
with the inhomogeneous terms involving theta functions,
(1.6) K`(q, x, y q) = q
`
2 y`K`(q, x, y) +
`−1∑
a=0
xa ya qa ϑ(q`, x` qa).
This generalizes (1.5), to which (1.6) reduces for ` = 1 (but there also exists a “finer”
property for ` > 1 , see Sec. 2.1). The theta functions occurring in the right-hand side
of the modular transform (1.3) are precisely those violating the quasiperiodicity of K`
in (1.6). Together with K` , these theta functions enter the construction of a section of a
rank-(`+ 1) bundle,
(K`(τ, ν, µ), C1ϑ(`τ, `ν), . . . , C`ϑ(`τ, `ν + (`− 1)τ)),
with Ca such that the entire vector is invariant under a subgroup of lattice translations (see
Lemma 3.1 in what follows). Moreover, it turns out that the action of a subgroup of the
modular group can be defined on (`+1)-vectors F = (f0(τ, ν, µ), f1(τ, ν), . . . , f`(τ, ν))
such that the above bundle section is an invariant of this action (Theorem 3.5, which gives
a more “invariant” formulation of the modular properties of the Appell functions). This
1We resort to the standard abuse of notation, by freely replacing functional arguments by their exponen-
tials or conversely, by logarithms, via q = e2ipiτ , x = e2ipiν , y = e2ipiµ , etc.
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gives an interesting realization of modular invariance with a matrix automorphy factor
(cf. [25, 26]).
As noted above, the Appell functions are a specific example of indefinite theta series
motivated by the study of characters. We use them to express the characters of “admis-
sible” ŝ`(2|1)-modules at rational level k > −1 and to study modular transformation
properties of the characters. In this ŝ`(2|1) example, indeed, the higher-level Appell
functions prove an adequate substitute for theta functions; their modular behavior de-
scribed in Theorem 1.1 is essentially “inherited” by the admissible characters, whose
S -transform is given by
χA(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = e
ipik ν
2−µ2
2τ
∑
B
SABχB(τ, ν, µ) +
∑
α
RAα(τ, ν, µ) Ωα(τ, ν, µ),(1.7)
where SAB is a numerical matrix and the functions RAα are expressed in terms of the
above function Φ , and Ωα are some characters expressed through theta functions, see
Theorem 4.1 for the precise statement. This shows a triangular structure of the same type
as in (1.3): the additional elements Ωα occurring in the unconventional S -transform
formula of the χA (which are not quasiperiodic and hence cannot be rationally expressed
through theta functions) are expressible in terms of theta functions and are therefore
quasiperiodic under lattice shifts and carry a modular group action.
The theta-functional terms Ωα turn out to be the characters of certain extensions among
the admissible ŝ`(2|1)-representations. A key feature underlying most of the unconven-
tional properties of a number of nonrational conformal field theories is that the irreducible
representations allow nontrivial extensions among themselves (by which we mean non-
splittable short exact sequences, or actually the middle modules in such sequences). Such
extensions do not occur in rational conformal field theory models.
Behavior of the admissible ŝ`(2|1)-characters under modular transformations is re-
lated to their behavior under spectral flow transformations, i.e., a representation of a lat-
tice Λ whose elements ~θ act via adjoint representation of the group elements exp(~θ ·~h) ,
where ~h are Cartan subalgebra elements.2 The role of spectral flows appears to origi-
nate in the fact that the fundamental group of the appropriate moduli space is not just
SL(2,Z) , but its semidirect product with a lattice. (Lattice translations also require con-
sidering the so-called Ramond and Neveu–Schwarz “sectors” and supercharacters.) The
admissible ŝ`(2|1)-characters at the level k= `
u
− 1 acquire additional theta-functional
terms under the spectral flow transform Uθ with θ=u ,
(UuχA)(τ, ν, µ) = χA(τ, ν, µ) +
∑
α
fα(τ, ν, µ) Ωα(τ, ν, µ),
where fα(τ, ν, µ) are some trigonometric functions and Ωα are the same as in the modu-
lar transform formula (1.7). This demonstrates an obvious similarity to the properties of
the Appell functions (the same theta functions occurring in (1.3) and (1.5)).
2The term spectral flow transform is taken over from the N=2 super-Virasoro algebra [27].
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This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we study the level-` Appell func-
tions K` . The basic quasiperiodicity and some other properties are derived in Sec. 2.1.
The K` functions satisfy several “period multiplication” formulas, which we derive in
Sec. 2.2. Formulas relating the higher-level Appell functions to theta functions are given
in Sec. 2.3. In Sec. 2.4, we then derive modular transformation properties of the higher-
level Appell functions using their integral representation through theta functions. The
Appell functions of the lower levels are briefly considered in Sec. 2.5. In Sec. 2.6, we
next consider the Φ function arising in the modular transformation of K` ; its properties
are in some respects analogous to the properties of K` . The geometric point of view on
the higher-level Appell functions is outlined in Sec. 3. There, we first (in Sec. 3.1) con-
sider how the K` function and the appropriate theta functions are combined to produce
a section of a rank-(` + 1) bundle. In Sec. 3.2, we then derive the action of a subgroup
of SL(2,Z) on these sections (Theorem 3.5).
In Sec. 4, we use the established properties of the higher-level Appell functions to eval-
uate modular transformation properties of the class of “admissible” ŝ`(2|1)-characters.
The main result (Theorem 4.1) is formulated in Sec. 4.1. The characters are expressed
through the higher-level Appell functions in Sec. 4.2. Their S -transformation formula is
derived in Sec. 4.3. Application of the higher-level Appell functions to N=2 and N=4
super-Virasoro theories is outlined in Sec. 5.
In Appendix A, we evaluate several useful contour integrals over the torus involving
theta and Appell functions. In Appendix B, we recall the ŝ`(2|1) affine Lie superalge-
bra, consider its automorphisms (Sec. B.1) and define some of its modules (Sec. B.2),
and finally give the admissible representation characters (Theorem B.1, Sec. B.3). The
different “sectors” and the corresponding characters are given in Sec. B.4.
Notation. We let h denote the upper complex half-plane. The group SL(2,Z) is gener-
ated by the two matrices
S =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, T =
(
1 1
0 1
)
with the relations
S2 = (ST )3 = (TS)3 = C,
where C2 = 1 . The standard SL(2,Z) action on h× C2 is
γ =
(
a b
c d
)
: (τ, ν, µ) 7→ (γτ, γν, γµ) = (aτ + b
cτ + d
,
ν
cτ + d
,
µ
cτ + d
)
(1.8)
(where the notation γν and γµ is somewhat loose, because this action depends on τ ).
We use the classical theta functions
ϑ1,0(q, z) =
∑
m∈Z
q
1
2
(m2−m)z−m =
∏
m>0
(1+z−1qm)
∏
m>1
(1+zqm)
∏
m>1
(1−qm),(1.9)
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ϑ1,1(q, z) =
∑
m∈Z
q
1
2
(m2−m)(−z)−m =
∏
m>0
(1−z−1qm)
∏
m>1
(1−zqm)
∏
m>1
(1−qm),(1.10)
ϑ(q, z) ≡ ϑ0,0(q, z) =
∑
m∈Z
q
m2
2 zm = ϑ1,0(q, z q
− 1
2 ).(1.11)
Their S transformations are given by
ϑ1,1(−1τ ,
ν
τ
) = −i√−iτ eipiν+ipi
1
τ (ν− 12 )2+ ipi4 τ ϑ1,1(τ, ν),
ϑ1,0(−1τ ,
ν
τ
) =
√−iτ eipi
(ν− 12 )2
τ ϑ1,0(τ, ν +
1
2
− τ
2
),
(1.12)
and
ϑ(−1
τ
,
ν
τ
) =
√−iτ eipi
ν2
τ ϑ(τ, ν).(1.13)
The eta function
η(q) = q
1
24
∞∏
m=1
(1− qm)(1.14)
transforms as
η(τ + 1) = e
ipi
12η(τ), η(−1
τ
) =
√−iτ η(τ).(1.15)
In a different theta-functional nomenclature, one introduces the higher-level theta func-
tions
θr,`(q, z) =
∑
j∈Z+ r
2`
q`j
2
z`j = z
r
2 q
r2
4` ϑ(q2`, z`qr).(1.16)
Either θ or ϑ turn out to be more convenient depending on circumstances.
For a positive integer p , we use [x]p to denote xmod p = x − p
⌊
x
p
⌋
, where bxc is
the greatest integer less than or equal to x .
2. HIGHER-LEVEL APPELL FUNCTIONS
2.1. Open quasiperiodicity and other basic properties. For ` ∈ N , the level-` Appell
function
K`(q, x, y) =
∑
m∈Z
q
m2`
2 xm`
1− x y qm ,(2.1)
generalizes the Appell function κ in [16, 17]. Along with (2.1), there is another, double-
series representation for K` (cf. [11, 28, 12])
K`(q, x, y) =
(∑
m>0
∑
n>0
−
∑
m6−1
∑
n6−1
)
q
m2`
2
+mnxm`+nyn,(2.2)
valid for |q| < |xy| < 1 .
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The K` functions satisfy an easily derived quasiperiodicity property in the second
argument,
K`(q, xq
n, y) = q−
n2`
2 x−n`K`(q, x, y), n ∈ Z,(2.3)
and an “open quasiperiodicity” relation along the antidiagonal with respect to the second
and third arguments,
(2.4) K`(q, xq−
n
` , yq
n
` ) = (xy)nK`(q, x, y) +

n∑
r=1
(xy)n−rϑ(q`, x`q−r), n ∈ N,
−
0∑
r=n+1
(xy)n−rϑ(q`, x`q−r), n ∈ −N.
These imply open quasiperiodicity in the third argument,
K`(q, x, yq
n) = q
n2`
2 yn`K`(q, x, y) +

`n−1∑
j=0
xjyjqnjϑ(q`, x`qj), n ∈ N,
−
−1∑
j=`n
xj yjqnjϑ(q`, x`qj), n ∈ −N,
or manifestly with only ` distinct theta functions in the right-hand side,
(2.5) K`(q, x, yqn) = q
n2`
2 yn`K`(q, x, y)
+

n−1∑
j=0
q
j(2n−j)`
2 yj`
`−1∑
r=0
xryrq(n−j)rϑ(q`, x`qr), n ∈ N,
−
−1∑
j=n
q
j(2n−j)`
2 yj`
`−1∑
r=0
xr yrq(n−j)rϑ(q`, x`qr), n ∈ −N.
There is the easily derived “inversion” property
K`(q, x, y) = −K`(q, x−1, y−1) + ϑ(q`, x`) = −y−1x−1K`(q, x−1q 1` , y−1q− 1` ).(2.6)
We also note that in the exponential notation, there are the obvious relations
K`(τ, ν +m,µ) = K`(τ, ν, µ) = K`(τ, ν, µ+m), m ∈ Z,(2.7)
K`(τ, ν +
m
`
, µ− m
`
) = K`(τ, ν, µ), m ∈ Z.(2.8)
2.2. “Scaling” formulas. The scaling (“period multiplication”) formulas in this subsec-
tion are useful in studying modular transformations of functions expressed through K` .
We first recall the elementary theta-function identity
ϑ(q, z) =
p−1∑
s=0
q
s2
2 zsϑ(qp
2
, zpqps)(2.9)
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and its version for p = 2`u with coprime ` and u ,
ϑ(q, z) =
2∑`
r′′=1
u∑
s′′=1
q
1
2
(ur′′−`(s′′−1))2 zur
′′−`(s′′−1)ϑ(q(2u`)
2
, z2u`qu`(ur
′′−`(s′′−1)))(2.10)
(where we use double-primed variables in order to help identifying them in more com-
plicated formulas below).
Similarly, there is an elementary identity expressing K`(q, x, y) through K` with the
“period” qu2 for an arbitrary positive integer u ,
K`(q, x, y) =
u−1∑
a=0
u−1∑
b=0
q
a2`
2
+abxa`+bybK`(q
u2, xuqua+b
u
` , yuq−b
u
` ), u ∈ N.(2.11)
Whenever u is coprime with ` , a formula relating the K` functions with the “periods” q
and qu2 differently from (2.11) is
K`(q, x, y) =
u−1∑
s=0
u−1∑
θ=0
x`s y`θ q
s2−θ2
2
` K`(q
u2, xu qsu, yu q−θu)
+
`−1∑
r=1
u−1∑
s=1
ur−`s>1
xur yur−`s qurs−
`s2
2 ϑ(q`, x` qur),
which is shown with the help of the identity
1− q`u
(1− q`)(1− qu) −
1
1− q = −
`−1∑
r=1
u−1∑
s=1
ur−`s>1
qur−`s(2.12)
for coprime positive integers u and ` .
The identity in the next lemma is crucial in Sec. 4. For n ∈ Z , let
r`,u[n] =
⌊
`n
u
⌋
.
Lemma 2.1. For coprime positive integers ` and u ,
(2.13) K2`(q
1
u , x
1
u , y
1
u )− K2`(q 1u , x− 1u , y 1u ) =
=
u∑
s′=1
u−1∑
b=0
x
`
u
(s′−1)y
`
u
(s′+1+2b) q−
`
u
(b+1)(b+s′)(xyq−b−1)−r` ,u[s
′+2b+1]
× (K2`(qu, xq s′−12 − u2` r` ,u[s′+2b+1], yq− s′+12 −b+ u2` r` ,u[s′+2b+1])
− x2r` ,u[s′+2b+1]q(s′−1)r` ,u[s′+2b+1]
× K2`(qu, x−1q−
s′−1
2
− u
2`
r` ,u[s
′+2b+1], yq−
s′+1
2
−b+ u
2`
r` ,u[s
′+2b+1])
)
.
PROOF. The formula in the Lemma is equivalently rewritten as
K2`(q
1
u , x
1
u , y
1
u )− K2`(q 1u , x− 1u , y 1u ) =
APPELL FUNCTIONS AND CHARACTERS 9
=
u∑
s′=1
u−1∑
b=0
x−2
`
u
b+
[`(s′+2b−1)]u
u y
[`(s′+2b−1)]u
u q
b
u
(`b−[`(s′+2b−1)]u)
× (K2`(qu, xq−b+ [`(s′+2b−1)]u2` , yq− [`(s′+2b−1)]u2` )
− x2r` ,u[s′−1+2b]q(s′−1)r` ,u[s′−1+2b]
× K2`(qu, x−1q−b−(s′−1)+
[`(s′+2b−1)]u
2` , yq−
[`(s′+2b−1)]u
2` )
)
.
Indeed, the summand here is mapped into that in (2.13) by a redefinition of the b variable.
This changes the b summation limits, but Eq. (2.3) shows that the summand actually
depends on b only modu , and hence the interval of u consecutive values of b can be
translated arbitrarily. But the last equation can be shown directly using the definition (2.1)
and the fact that for coprime ` and u , [`s′]u takes all the values in [0, . . . , u − 1] as s′
ranges over the set of any u sequential values.
2.3. Relations to theta functions. Some special combinations of the Appell functions
can be expressed through theta functions. We first note an identity showing that the
higher-level Appell functions are expressible through K1 modulo a ratio of theta func-
tions (cf. a more general statement in [12]).
Lemma 2.2. For ` > 2 ,
ϑ(q`, x)K`(q, z, y)−
`−1∑
r=0
zryrϑ(q`, z`qr)K1(q
`, x−1, y`q−r) =
= −ϑ(q`, y`z`x−1) ϑ1,1(q, zy
1−`x) q−
1
8η(q)3
ϑ1,1(q, zy)ϑ1,1(q, xy−`)
.
This can be proved either directly (using (2.5) and (2.2), via resummations similar to
those in Eqs. (2.17)–(2.19) below) or by noting that in view of the open quasiperiodicity
formulas, the left-hand side is in fact quasiperiodic in y (and obviously, in x and z ),
and is therefore expressible as a ratio of theta functions; the actual theta functions in this
ratio are found by matching the quasiperiodicity factors, and the remaining q -dependent
factor is then fixed by comparing the residues of both sides.
Lemma 2.3. For an even level 2` ,
`−1∑
b=0
x2bq
b2
`
(
K2`(q, xq
b
` , y)− K2`(q, x−1q− b` , y)
)
= − ϑ1,1(q
1
` , x2)q−
1
8` η(q
1
` )3
ϑ1,1(q
1
` , xy)ϑ1,1(q
1
` , xy−1)
.(2.14)
To prove this, we use the same strategy as above, the crucial point being quasiperiodic-
ity, which is shown as follows. With ∆` f(q, x, y) used to temporarily denote f(q, x, yq)−
q
`
2y` f(q, x, y) , it follows from Eq. (2.5) that
(2.15) ∆`
(
K2`(q, xq
b
` , y)− K2`(q, x−1q− b` , y)
)
=
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=
`−1∑
a=1
x−aq−
ab
`
+aya(y2`−2aq`−a − 1)ϑ(q2`, x2`q2b−a)
+
`−1∑
a=1
xaq
ab
`
+aya(1− y2`−2aq`−a)ϑ(q2`, x2`q2b+a).
This also shows that x2b q
b2
` ∆`K2`(q, x
−1q−
b
` , y) depends on b only modulo ` . In apply-
ing
∑`−1
b=0 x
2b qb
2/` to the second term in the right-hand side of (2.15), we can therefore
make the shift b 7→ b − a without changing the summation limits for b . This readily
implies that the left-hand side of (2.14) is quasiperiodic in y .
2.4. Integral representation and the S -transform of K` . Although the Appell func-
tions cannot be rationally expressed through theta functions, they admit an integral rep-
resentation through a ratio of theta functions. This integral representation proves to be a
useful tool, in particular in finding modular transformations of K` . We give this repre-
sentation in (2.16) and then use it in the calculation leading to Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 2.4. The Appell function admits the integral representation
K`(τ, ν, µ) = −e−
ipi
4 τ
∫ 1
0
dλϑ(`τ, `ν−λ) ϑ1,1(τ, ν+µ+λ) η(τ)
3
ϑ1,1(τ, ν+µ)ϑ1,1(τ, λ+i0)
,(2.16)
where +i0 specifies the contour position to bypass the singularities.
PROOF. Starting with the easily derived identity∑
m∈Z
K`(q, z, yq
m)xm = ϑ(q`, z`x−1)
∑
m∈Z
xm
1− yzqm(2.17)
and combining it with the identity [11, 14]∑
m∈Z
xm
1− yqm = −
ϑ1,1(q, xy)
∏
i>1(1− qi)3
ϑ1,1(q, y)ϑ1,1(q, x)
,(2.18)
we obtain ∑
m∈Z
K`(q, z, yq
m)xm = −ϑ(q`, z`x−1) ϑ1,1(q, zyx) q
− 1
8η(q)3
ϑ1,1(q, zy)ϑ1,1(q, x)
.(2.19)
The right-hand side of (2.18) is a meromorphic function of x with poles at x = qn ,
n ∈ Z , but the identity holds in the annulus A1 = {x
∣∣ |q| < |x| < 1} , where the left-
hand side converges. We therefore temporarily assume that x ∈ A1 and then analytically
continue the final result. Integrating over a closed contour inside this annulus yields
K`(q, z, y) = − 1
2ipi
∮
dx
x
ϑ(q`, z`x−1)
ϑ1,1(q, zyx) q
− 1
8η(q)3
ϑ1,1(q, zy)ϑ1,1(q, x)
.(2.20)
In the exponential notation z = e 2ipiν , y = e 2ipiµ , x = e 2ipiλ , the annulus A1 is
mapped into any of the parallelograms P n , n ∈ Z , with the vertices (n, n + 1, n + 1 +
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τ, n+ τ) . We choose n = 0 in what follows. In the exponential notation, the integration
contour is then mapped into a contour in the interior of P 0 connecting the points in a
close vicinity of 0 and 1 respectively. Equation (2.16) thus follows.
The integral representation in the Lemma allows us to find the S -transform of K` . (As
regards the T transformation, it readily follows that Eq. (1.2) holds for K` .) For this,
we use the known S -transformation properties of the η and ϑ functions entering (2.16),
with the result
(2.21) K`(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = −
√
−iτ
`
τ
∫ 1
0
dλ e
ipi( `ν
2
τ +
λ2τ
` + 2λµ)
×
`−1∑
r=0
e
2ipir(ν − τ` λ) + ipi r
2
` τϑ(`τ, `ν−τλ+rτ)ϑ1,1(τ, ν+µ+τλ) e
− ipiτ4 η(τ)3
ϑ1,1(τ, ν+µ)ϑ1,1(τ, τλ−ε) ,
where we also used (2.9) (with u = `) to rewrite the theta function ϑ( τ
`
, ·) occurring
in the S -transform of (2.16) (and where infinitesimal positive ε specifies the contour
position). Equation (2.21) allows applying Lemma 2.2. As a result, after some additional
simple transformations involving (2.4) and (2.3), the second line in (2.21) becomes
`−1∑
r=0
e
ipi r
2
` τ−2ipirµ−2ipi r` τλ
(
ϑ(`τ, τλ+ `µ− rτ)K`(τ, ν, µ)
−
`−1∑
a=0
e2ipia(ν+µ)ϑ(`τ, `ν + aτ)K1(`τ,−τλ− `µ+ rτ, `µ− aτ)
)
.
In the first term here, we next use (2.9), which gives the integral in (A.1), and in integrat-
ing the second term, we change the integration variable as λ → λ+r
τ
, which then allows
us to do the r summation explicitly. This gives
(2.22) K`(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = τ e
ipi`ν
2−µ2
τ K`(τ, ν, µ)
−
√
−iτ
`
`−1∑
a=0
ϑ(`τ, `ν + aτ) e
ipi`
(ν+ a` τ)
2
τ
(`−1−a)τ∫
−τ−aτ
dλ e
ipi λ
2
`τ − 2ipi λ(`µ−aτ)`τ
× K1(`τ, λ− i0− (`µ− aτ), `µ− aτ),
showing that the remaining integral is the one in (A.5). This leads to the sought equation
expressing the S -transform of K` through a single K` function and ` theta functions,
Eq. (1.3), with
Φ(τ, µ) = φ(τ, µ)− i
2
√−iτ ,
φ(τ, µ) =
i√−iτ −
∫ τ
0
dλ e
ipi λ
2−2λµ
τ K1(τ, λ− µ, µ)
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involved in the theta-function terms (see Appendix A for the principal-value integral).
Equivalently, the φ function can be rewritten as
φ(τ, µ) = − 1
2
∫
R
dx e−pix2
sinh
(
pix
√−iτ(1 + 2µ
τ
)
)
sinh
(
pix
√−iτ)(2.23)
and Φ as
Φ(τ, µ) = −
∫
R−i0
dx e−pix2 e
−2ipix µ√−iτ
1− e−2pix
√−iτ .(2.24)
This proves the formula for the S -transform of K` in Theorem 1.1. The integral is to be
analytically continued from τ = it with t ∈ R>0 .
2.5. The lowest-level Appell functions. Appell functions of levels 1 and 2 have some
special or simplified properties. For K1 , Eq. (1.3) becomes (cf. [16])
K1(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = τe
ipi ν
2−µ2
τ K1(τ, ν, µ) + τ e
ipi ν
2
τ Φ(τ, µ)ϑ(τ, ν).(2.25)
For ` = 1 , the formula in Lemma 2.2 becomes an identity in [16],
ϑ(q, z)K1(q, x, y)− ϑ(q, x)K1(q, z, y) = ϑ(q, xyz)ϑ1,1(q, x
−1z) q−
1
8 η(q)3
ϑ1,1(q, x−1y−1)ϑ1,1(q, yz)
.
For K2 , Eq. (2.14) simplifies to
K2(q, x, y)− K2(q, x−1, y) = − ϑ1,1(q, x
2) q−
1
8 η(q)3
ϑ1,1(q, xy)ϑ1,1(q, xy−1)
.(2.26)
2.6. The Φ function and its properties. We now study the properties of the function Φ
appearing in the S transform of higher-level Appell functions. These properties include
open quasiperiodicity relations — which can be viewed as functional equations satisfied
by Φ — and a modular transformation formula. They already follow from Eq. (2.25), or
alternatively, can be derived from the integral representation (2.23), similarly to the study
of Barnes-like special functions arising in various problems [18, 19] (see also [20, 21,
22, 23]). Unlike Barnes-like functions, however, the Φ function cannot be evaluated as a
sum of residues (tentatively, at xn = i n√−iτ , n ∈ Z>0 ) of the integral (2.23), because the
Gaussian exponential causes the sum to diverge.
2.6.1. Open quasiperiodicity and related properties. First, a simple calculation al-
lows explicitly evaluating φ(τ, µ) in (2.23) for µ = mτ
2
, m ∈ Z:
φ(τ,
mτ
2
) = −1
2
m∑
j=0
e−ipiτ
(m−2j)2
4 , m > 0,
φ(τ,−mτ
2
) =
1
2
m−1∑
j=1
e−ipiτ
(m−2j)2
4 , m > 1.
(2.27)
In particular, φ(τ,−τ/2) = 0 .
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Next, elementary transformations with the integral representation, involving the iden-
tity
e2pixm
√−iτ − 1
2 sinh(pix
√−iτ) =
m−1∑
j=0
epix
√−iτ(2j + 1), m ∈ N,
show that Φ satisfies the equations
Φ(τ, µ+mτ) = Φ(τ, µ)−
m∑
j=1
e−ipi
(µ+jτ)2
τ ,
Φ(τ, µ−mτ) = Φ(τ, µ) +
m−1∑
j=0
e−ipi
(µ−jτ)2
τ ,
m ∈ N.(2.28)
Similarly to the equations for K` , these are open quasiperiodicity relations. They can
be alternatively derived from (2.25) and the corresponding property (2.5) of the Appell
functions. For this, we evaluate the commutator of the S transform of K`(τ, ν, µ) and
the translation of the µ argument by elements of the lattice generated by (1, τ); because
modular transformations act on lattice translations (thus forming the semidirect product),
this results in equations for Φ , equivalent to (2.28).
A slightly more involved calculation with the integral representation leads to the “dual”
open quasiperiodicity relations
Φ(τ, µ+m) = e
−ipim2τ −2ipimµτ Φ(τ, µ) + i√−iτ
m∑
j=1
e
ipi j(j−2m)τ −2ipij µτ ,
Φ(τ, µ−m) = e−ipi
m2
τ +2ipim
µ
τ Φ(τ, µ)− i√−iτ
m−1∑
j=0
e
ipi j(j−2m)τ +2ipij
µ
τ ,
(2.29)
where m ∈ N . To show this, we recall the analytic continuation prescription and write
Φ(it, µ) with t ∈ R+ as in (2.24). We then consider Φ(it, µ + m) with m ∈ N and
change the integration variable as x = x′ − i m√
t
. This gives
Φ(it, µ+m) = e
−pim2t − 2pimµt Φ im√
t
(it, µ),
where Φ im√
t
(it, µ) is given by the integral along R + i m√
t
− i0 of the same integrand as
for Φ(it, µ) . A residue calculation in accordance with
Φ im√
t
(it, µ) = Φ(it, µ)− 2ipi
m−1∑
n=0
res
x=i n√
t
(
−e−pix2 e
−2ipix µ√
t
1− e−2pix
√
t
)
(see Fig. 1) then yields the first equation in (2.29). Alternatively, Eqs. (2.29) can also be
deduced from (2.25) and the corresponding Appell function property in Eq. (2.7).
Next, a “reflection property” follows from (2.6) (or can be directly derived from (2.23)),
Φ(τ,−µ) = −i√−iτ − e
−ipi µ2τ − Φ(τ, µ),(2.30)
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i m√
t
im−1√
t
i 1√
t
×
×
×
×
×
×
× -
- -
6
FIGURE 1. Integration contours for Φ(it, µ) (the lower dashed line) and
Φ im√
t
(it, µ) (the upper dashed line) in the complex x plane and poles of the inte-
grand (crosses).
or equivalently,
Φ(τ, µ+ 1) = −e−2ipi
µ+ 12
τ Φ(τ,−µ− τ).(2.31)
A simple “scaling law” for Φ follows from (2.11) and (2.25) (or directly from integral
representation (2.23)),
Φ(τ, µ) =
p−1∑
b=0
Φ(p2τ, pµ− bpτ), p ∈ N.(2.32)
In the case of “scaling” with an even factor, we have the following two formulas. As
before, [x]p = xmod p .
Lemma 2.5. For any ` ∈ N and m ∈ Z ,
2`−1∑
a=0
e
ipi am` Φ(2`τ, 2`µ−aτ) = eipi
[m]22`
2`τ +2ipi
µ
τ [m]2`Φ(
τ
2`
, µ+
[m]2`
2`
),(2.33)
1
2`
2`−1∑
a=0
e
2ipi aµτ −ipi am` +ipi a
2
2`τ Φ(
τ
2`
, µ+
a
2`
) = Φ(2`τ, 2`µ−[m]2` τ).(2.34)
For m = 0 , Eq. (2.33) reduces to (2.32), and Eq. (2.34) becomes
1
2`
2`−1∑
a=0
e
2ipi aµτ +ipi
a2
2`τ Φ(
τ
2`
, µ+
a
2`
) = Φ(2`τ, 2`µ).(2.35)
PROOF. Both formulas (2.32) and (2.34) follow from manipulations with the integral
representation, but as we see shortly, these two equations are S -dual to each other, and
it therefore suffices to prove any one of them. We actually show (2.35), from which the
rest (all of the m dependence) follows via (2.28). For this, we evaluate the left-hand side
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using the integral representation and change the integration variable x in the ath term
as x = x′ − i a
2`
√−iτ ; as before, we analytically continue from the positive part of the
imaginary axis τ = it . Then (omitting the prime at x)
1
2`
2`−1∑
a=0
e
ipi aµ`τ +ipi
a2
4`2τ Φ(τ, µ+
a
2`
) = − 1
2`
2`−1∑
a=0
∫
R+ ia
2`
√
t
−i0
dx e−pix2 e
pix
√
t 2µτ
1−eipi a`−2pix
√
t
.
But the integration contour can be deformed to R− i0 in all terms, which allows us to
evaluate the sum over a as
1
2`
2`−1∑
a=0
1
1− eipi a` q
=
1
1− q2` ,
which shows (2.35).
We also note that combining Eqs. (2.9), (2.32), and (2.29) allows expressing the S -
transform of K` , Eq. (1.3), as
(2.36) K`(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = τ e
ipi`ν
2−µ2
τ K`(τ, ν, µ)
+
τ
`
`−1∑
a=0
e
ipi `τ ν
2+ipi a
2
`τ +2ipia
µ
τ Φ(
τ
`
, µ+
a
`
)ϑ(
τ
`
, ν− a
`
).
With some care, Eq. (2.36) can be derived directly via the Poisson resummation formula.
2.6.2. Modular transformations of the Φ function. Modular group relations impose
constraints on the function Φ appearing in the S -transform of higher-level Appell func-
tions. With the action of C = S2 given by Eq. (2.30), we act with both sides of the
relation (ST )3 = C on K1 . Comparing the results gives the identity
(2.37) i
√−iτ eipi
µ2
τ Φ(τ, µ) + e
ipi
(µ+ 12 )
2
τ−1 Φ(1− 1
τ
,
µ
τ
+
1
2
)
− i√−iτ eipi
(µ+ 12 )
2
τ−1 Φ(τ−1, µ+ 1
2
) = 0.
Next, with the action of S given by Eq. (2.25), the SL(2,Z) relation S2 = C results in
the S -transformation formula for Φ ,
Φ(−1
τ
,
µ
τ
) = −i√−iτ(eipi µ2τ Φ(τ, µ) + 1) = −i√−iτeipi µ2τ Φ(τ, µ−τ).(2.38)
It now follows that identities (2.33) and (2.34) are the S -transform of each other.
It is instructive to verify (the first equality in) (2.38) by comparing the asymptotic
expansions of the integral in (2.23) as −iτ↘ 0 and τ →∞ . We first find the asymptotic
form of φ(it, µ) for large positive t . Writing
φ(it, iy)  −
∫ +∞

dx e−pix2 sinh
(
pix
√
t(1 + 2yt )
)
sinh
(
pix
√
t
)
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t→+∞ −2
∞∑
m=0
∫ +∞

dx e−pix2 sinh
(
pix(
√
t+ 2
y√
t
)
)
e−pix(2m+1)
√
t,
we readily obtain
φ(it, iy)
t→∞ 1
2
∞∑
m=0
e
pi ((m+1)t+y)
2
t erfc
(√
pi
t
((m+1)t+y+
√
t)
)
− 1
2
∞∑
m=0
e
pi (y−mt)
2
t erfc
(√
pi
t
(mt−y+√t)
)
,
with the complementary error function
erfc(z) = 1− erf(z) = 1− 2√
pi
∫ z
0
dte−t2 .
We isolate the m = 0 term in the first sum (the only term where the argument of erfc is
small as t→∞), rearrange the remaining series, and use the asymptotic expansion
erfc(z)  1√
pi
e−z2
∑
n>0
(−1)n (2n−1)!!
2n z2n+1
for large positive z . We can then set  = 0 , which gives
φ(it, iy)
t→∞ −1
2
e
pi y
2
t erfc(−
√
pi
t
y) +
1
2
(
cot(
piy
t
)− t
piy
)
+
∞∑
n=1
(−1)n (2n−1)!!
(2pi)n+1
ζ(2n+1, 1+ yt )− ζ(2n+1, 1− yt )
tn+
1
2
,
where
ζ(s, a) =
∞∑
m=0
(m+ a)−s.
Using
ζ(n, 1 + x) =
∑
i>0
(−1)i
(
n+ i− 1
n− 1
)
xiζ(n+ i),
where ζ(s) =
∑
m>1m
−s , and expressing the ζ -function values at even positive integers
through the Bernoulli numbers B2n as
ζ(2n) = pi2n
2n−1(−1)n+1
n! (2n−1)!! B2n,
we then obtain the large-t asymptotic expansion
φ(it, iy)
t→∞ −1
2
e
pi y
2
t erfc(−
√
pi
t
y)−
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
j=0
(−4)jpi2j+n+1B2(j+n+1)
(j+n+1) (2j+1)!n!
y2j+1
t
3
2+2j+n
.(2.39)
The erfc function in (2.39) can be expanded further, with the result
φ(it, iy)
t→∞ −1
2
e
pi y
2
t −
∞∑
n=0
pinB2n
n! t
1
2+n
y 1F1
(
1− n, 3
2
,
piy2
t
)
.
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We next find the small-t expansion.3 Writing
φ(it, iy) = −1
2
∫ +∞
−∞
dx e−pix2
(
cosh
(
2pix
y√
t
)
+ coth
(
pix
√
t
)
sinh
(
2pix
y√
t
))
,(2.40)
we calculate the cosh integral and expand coth , with the result
φ(it, iy)
t→0 −1
2
e
piy2
t −
∞∑
j=0
22jB2j
(2j)!
∫ ∞
0
dx e−pix2(pix
√
t)2j−1 sinh
(
2pix
y√
t
)
.
This involves the integrals∫ ∞
0
dx e−pix2x−1 sinh(βx) = − ipi
2
erf
( iβ
2
√
pi
)
,∫ ∞
0
dx e−pix2x2j−1 sinh(βx) = (−1)j i
√
pi
(4pi)j
e
β2
4pi H2j−1
( iβ
2
√
pi
)
, j > 1,
where Hm are the Hermite polynomials. They can be written as
Hm(x) = (2x)
m
(
1−
(
m
2
)
1
2x2
+ 1 · 3
(
m
4
)
1
(2x2)2
− 1 · 3 · 5
(
m
6
)
1
(2x2)3
+ . . .
)
,
which gives the small-t expansion
(2.41) φ(it, iy)
t→0 −1
2
e
pi y
2
t +
i
2
√
t
erf
(
i
√
pi
t
y
)
− epi
y2
t
∞∑
n=0
∞∑
j=0
B2(j+n+1) 4
jpi2j+n+1
(j+n+1)n! (2j+1)!
y2j+1 tn.
To verify consistency with the S -transform formula (2.38), we rewrite it as
φ(
i
t
,
y
t
) + i
√
t e
−pi y2t φ(it, iy) = − i
2
√
t− 1
2
e
−pi y2t .
With the above asymptotic expansions, we then find that indeed,
(2.41)
∣∣∣ t→ 1
t
y→−i y
t
+ i
√
t e
−pi y2t · (2.39) = − i
2
√
t− 1
2
e
−pi y2t ,
showing that the asymptotic expansions of the integral in (1.4) obey the S transformation
formula (2.38).
3. GEOMETRY AND FURTHER PROPERTIES OF THE APPELL FUNCTIONS
In this section, we consider some elements of the geometric interpretation of higher-
level Appell functions and then formulate their modular properties in terms of the action
of subgroups of SL(2,Z) . As noted in [16], (κ( · , a; q), ϑ(q, · )) is a section of a rank-2
vector bundle over the torus. For K` with ` > 1 , we unify K` and the theta func-
tions arising in the open quasiperiodicity formula for K` into a vector K` representing
3We are grateful to V.I. Ritus for the elegant derivation in Eqs. (2.40)–(2.41).
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a section of a rank-(` + 1) bundle. In the space of (` + 1)-vectors, sections of this
bundle are selected by the invariance condition with respect to the action of a lattice
in C2 (Lemma 3.1). Moreover, there is a representation of a (`-dependent) subgroup of
SL(2,Z) on (`+1)-vectors such that the section K` is also invariant under this subgroup
action (Theorem 3.5). This description of the action of (a subgroup of) SL(2,Z) as an
invariance statement is in the spirit of the well-known result for classic theta functions,
which we quote in Lemma 3.3 below. The “essence” of the modular group action is then
hidden in an automorphy factor involved in defining this action. With K` , similarly, the
invariance statement in Theorem 3.5 below involves a judiciously chosen automorphy
matrix.
3.1. Lattice translations and bundle sections. We begin with constructing a vector
bundle V`,τ , of the rank determined by the number of terms in the right-hand side of the
open quasiperiodicity formula for K` . This bundle
C2 × C`+1/Ry
T`,τ
(3.1)
is defined as follows. We take the 4-dimensional torus T`,τ = C2/L`,τ , where L`,τ ⊂ C2
is the lattice generated by the vectors
γ1 = e, γ2 =
1
`
(e− f), γ3 = τe, γ4 = 1` τ(e− f),
with e and f being the standard basis in C2 . With ν and µ denoting the corresponding
coordinates and (ν, µ, v) ∈ C2 × C`+1 , the relations R are given by
R =
{
(ν + 1, µ, v) ∼ (ν, µ, v), (ν + 1
`
, µ− 1
`
, v) ∼ (ν, µ, A−12 v),
(ν + τ, µ, v) ∼ (ν, µ, A3(τ, ν)−1v), (ν + τ` , µ−
τ
`
, v) ∼ (ν, µ, A4(τ, ν, µ)−1v)
}
.
where the matrices A2 , A3(τ, ν) , and A4(τ, ν, µ) are
A2 =

1 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 1 0 0 . . . 0
0 0 e−2ipi
1
` 0 . . . 0
0 0 0 e−2ipi
2
` . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 0 . . . e−2ipi
`−1
`

,
A3(τ, ν) = eipi`τ + 2ipi`ν1(`+1)×(`+1),
A4(τ, ν, µ) = e2ipiν+ipi
1
` τ
(
e2ipiµ− ipi
1
` τ v
0 B
)
,
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where the `× `-matrix
B =

0 0 0 . . . 0 1
1 0 0 . . . 0 0
0 1 0 . . . 0 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . 1 0

cyclically permutes the standard basis vectors, and v = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
`−1
) . The projection
in (3.1) is given by (ν, µ, v) 7→ (ν, µ, 0) .
We introduce the `-dimensional vector θ`(τ, ν) =
(
θ2r,`(
τ
2
, ν)
)
06r6`−1 (these are
the same theta functions that appear in the open quasiperiodicity formula for K` and
in (1.3)).
Lemma 3.1. The (`+ 1)-vector
K`(τ, ν, µ) =
(
K`(τ, ν, µ)
θ`(τ, ν)
)
is a section of the bundle V`,τ .
The Lemma is almost tautological in view of Eqs. (2.7), (2.8), (2.3), and (2.4) and
quasiperiodicity of the theta functions. We nevertheless note that the assertion is conve-
niently formalized using the operators Ui , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 , acting on functions f(τ, · , · ) :
C2 → C`+1 as
U1f(τ, ν, µ) = f(τ, ν + 1, µ),
U2f(τ, ν, µ) = A2f(τ, ν +
1
`
, µ− 1
`
),
U3f(τ, ν, µ) = A3(τ, ν)f(τ, ν + τ, µ),
U4f(τ, ν, µ) = A4(τ, ν, µ)f(τ, ν +
τ
`
, µ− τ
`
).
Lemma 3.1 is then a reformulation of the following easily verified fact.
Lemma 3.2. The operators Ui , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 , pairwise commute, and hence γi 7→ Ui is
a multiplicative representation of the Abelian group L`,τ . Sections of V`,τ can therefore
be identified with invariants of L`,τ in this representation.
3.2. The action of a subgroup of the modular group. We now identify a subgroup in
SL(2,Z) and construct its action on functions f : h×C2 → C`+1 (where h is the upper
half-plane) such that the vector K` defined in Lemma 3.1 is invariant. The aim of this
subsection is to prove Theorem 3.5. This action involves a matrix automorphy factor,
which can be considered an Appell-function analogue of the automorphy factor involved
in the classic statement in Lemma 3.3.
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3.2.1. Automorphy factors. We begin with recalling the SL(2,Z) action on h × C2 ,
Eq. (1.8). Possible SL(2,Z) actions (actually, antirepresentations) on functions f :
h× C→ C are given by
(γ . f)(τ, ν) = j(
(
a b
c d
)
; τ, ν)f(γτ, γν),(3.2)
where j is an automorphy factor satisfying the standard cocycle condition. More gener-
ally, SL(2,Z) actions on functions f : h× C2 → C`+1 are given by
γ · f(τ, ν, µ) = J`(γ; τ, ν, µ)f(γτ, γν, γµ),(3.3)
where J`(γ; τ, ν, µ) is the matrix automorphy factor, a (`+1)× (`+1)-matrix satisfying
the cocycle condition
J`(αβ; τ, ν, µ) = J`(β; τ, ν, µ)J`(α; βτ, βν, βµ), J`(1; τ, ν, µ) = 1.(3.4)
Let Γ1,2 be the subgroup in SL(2,Z) consisting of matrices γ =
(
a b
c d
)
with ab ∈ 2Z
and cd ∈ 2Z . We recall the following result about the invariance of theta functions
under Γ1,2 .
Lemma 3.3 ([29]). The theta function ϑ(τ, ν) is invariant under the action of Γ1,2
(see (3.2)) with the automorphy factor
j(
(
a b
c d
)
; τ, ν) = ζ−1c,d (cτ + d)
− 1
2 e
−ipi cν2cτ+d .
Here,
ζc,d =
{
eipi
d−1
4
(
c
|d|
)
, c even,
e−ipi
c
4
(
d
c
)
, c odd
and
(
c
d
)
is defined as the quadratic residue for odd positive prime d and multiplicatively
extended to all d; see [30] for the details (we note that c and d are coprime because of
the determinant condition in SL(2,Z) , and we assume
(
0
±1
)
= 1). As a simple corollary
of the Lemma, we have the formula
η
(aτ + b
cτ + d
)3
= ζc,d (cτ + d)
3
2 e
ipi
4 (a+ c)(b+ d) +
ipi
4 − ipi a+c2 η(τ)3,
(
a b
c d
) ∈ Γ1,2,(3.5)
to be used in what follows.
3.2.2. Matrix automorphy factors. The classic invariance statement in Lemma 3.3 ex-
tends to the theta-vector θ`(τ, ν) introduced before Lemma 3.1. This is shown in the next
Lemma, but we first set the necessary notation.
Let Γ1,2` be the subgroup of SL(2,Z) consisting of matrices
(
a b
c d
)
such that ab ≡
0 mod 2` and cd ≡ 0 mod 2` . For (a b
c d
) ∈ Γ1,2` , let gcd(`, a) = `a and gcd(`, c) = `c
(hence, `a `c = `).
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We also need an `-dimensional representation D′` of Γ1,2` defined as
γ =
(
a b
c d
) 7→D′`(γ) = (ds,n)06s6`−1
06n6`−1
,
where
ds,n =

1√
`a
e−2ipi
bcrs
`
if n ≡ (sa− rc) mod `
for some integer 0 6 r 6 `a − 1,
0 otherwise.
Lemma 3.4. The vector θ`(τ, ν) is invariant under the action of Γ1,2` given by
γ . f(τ, ν, µ) = J(γ; τ, ν, µ)f(γτ, γν, γµ),
with the `× ` automorphy factor
J(γ; τ, ν, µ) = k`(γ; τ, ν)E`(γ; τ),
where
k`(γ; τ, ν) = e
−ipi c`ν2cτ+d , E`(γ; τ) = ζ−1c
`c
,`ad
(cτ + d)−
1
2 D`(γ),(3.6)
and D`(γ) = D′`(γ)
−1 .
The proof essentially reduces to the formula
θ(`)s (
aτ + b
cτ + d
,
ν
cτ + d
) = ζ c
`c
,`ad
√
cτ + d√
`a
e
ipi c`ν
2
cτ+d
`a−1∑
r=0
e
−2ipi bcrs` θ(`)sa−rc(τ, ν),(3.7)
which can be verified for
(
a b
c d
) ∈ Γ1,2` by direct calculation.
Example. To illustrate the structure of the automorphy factor in the Lemma, we consider
two examples with the matrix γ chosen as S =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
and C = S2 =
(
−1 0
0 −1
)
. For S ,
the matrix elements Dnm of D`(S) are given by
Dnm =
1√
`
e
2ipi nm` , n,m = 0, 1, . . . , `− 1.
For C , we have
D`(C) = (D`(S))
2 =

1 0 . . . . . 0
0 . . . . . . . . . 1
0 . . . . . 1 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 1 0 . . . 0
 .
3.2.3. Modular behavior of K` . With these ingredients, we now formulate an analogue
of Lemma 3.3 for the vector K` in Lemma 3.1. As a final preparation, we define the
automorphy factor before formulating the result, because the corresponding formulas are
somewhat bulky in view of several cases that must be considered (the reader may first
concentrate on the “basic” case c > 0).
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For γ =
(
a b
c d
) ∈ Γ1,2` , let J`(γ; τ, ν, µ) be the (`+ 1)× (`+ 1) matrix defined as
J`(γ; τ, ν, µ) =

k`(γ; τ, ν)
(
l`(γ; τ, µ) F `(γ; τ, µ)E`(γ; τ)
0 E`(γ; τ)
)
, c > 0,(
−1 v
0 D`(C)
)
, c = 0 and γ = C =
(
−1 0
0 −1
)
,
1, c = 0 and γ =
(
1 2`b
0 1
)
,
J`(C; τ, ν, µ), c = 0 and γ =
(
−1 2`b
0 −1
)
,
J`(−γ; τ, ν, µ)J(C; τ, ν, µ), c < 0,
where k`(γ; τ, ν) and E`(γ; τ) are given in (3.6),
l`(γ; τ, ν) = (cτ + d)
−1e
ipi c`ν
2
cτ+d ,
and F `(γ; τ, µ) = (F
(`)
1 , F
(`)
2 , . . . , F
(`)
` ) is the vector with the components
F (`)r = −ζ c`c ,`ad i
√−i
√
`c
c
e
ipi c`µ
2
cτ+d e
ipi rd(2`µ−rτ)`(cτ+d)
×
c
`c
−1∑
s=0
e
2ipi(`µ−rτ) sdcτ+d−ipiτ s
2d
cτ+d Φ(`τ+`
d
c
, `µ+s`
d
c
−rτ).
Theorem 3.5. The section of V`,τ given by K`(τ, ν, µ) is invariant under the action of
Γ1,2` given by Eqs. (3.3) with the matrix automorphy factor J` defined above.
Example: the S transformation. For the S matrix, the automorphy factor in the The-
orem becomes
J`(S; τ, ν, µ) = e
−ipi`ν2τ
τ−1eipi`µ2τ −(−iτ)− 12 eipi`µ2τ ΨD`(S)
0 (−iτ)− 12D`(S)
,
where D`(S) is given above and Ψ = (Ψa)a=0,1,...,`−1 is the row vector with the compo-
nents Ψa = Φ(`τ, `µ− aτ) .
Example: ` = 1 . The above formulas become somewhat more transparent in the sim-
plest case ` = 1 . For
(
a b
c d
) ∈ Γ1,2 with c > 0 , we then have
K1(
(
a b
c d
)
τ,
ν
cτ + d
,
µ
cτ + d
) = (cτ+d) e
ipi c(ν
2−µ2)
cτ+d K1(τ, ν, µ)
+ ζc,d i
√−i cτ + d√
c
e
ipi cν
2
cτ+d
c−1∑
α=0
e
2ipiµ αdcτ+d − ipiτ α
2d
cτ+d Φ(τ+
d
c
, µ+α
d
c
)ϑ(τ, ν).
For the section K1(τ, ν, µ) in Lemma 3.1, we therefore have(
a b
c d
)
. K1 = K1,
(
a b
c d
) ∈ Γ1,2,
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where the action is defined as above with the 2× 2 automorphy factor (for c > 0)
J1(
(
a b
c d
)
; τ, ν, µ) = (cτ + d)−
1
2 e
−ipi cν2cτ+d
×
(cτ+d)− 12 eipi cµ2cτ+d − i√−i√c eipi cµ2cτ+d c−1∑
α=0
e
ipiαd 2µ−τα
cτ+d Φ(τ+ d
c
, µ+αd
c
)
0 ζ−1c,d
 .
3.2.4. Proof of Theorem 3.5. We first evaluate the integral representation (2.16) with
(τ, ν, µ) transformed by an element
(
a b
c d
) ∈ Γ1,2 ; using that a + c and b + d are then
odd and applying (3.5), we obtain
(3.8) K`(
(
a b
c d
)
τ,
ν
cτ+d
,
µ
cτ+d
) =
cτ+d∫
0
dλϑ
(
`
aτ+b
cτ+d
,
`ν−λ
cτ+d
)
e
2ipi ccτ+d (ν+µ)λ
× e
−ipiτ4 ϑ(τ, ν+µ+λ+ τ+1
2
)η(τ)3
ϑ(τ, ν+µ+ τ+1
2
)ϑ(τ, λ+ τ+1
2
)
.
We next assume that ac is divisible by ` . Equation (3.7) then gives
K`(
(
a b
c d
)
τ,
ν
cτ + d
,
µ
cτ + d
) =
= ζ c
`c
,`ad
√
cτ + d√
`a
e
ipi c`ν
2
cτ+d
`a−1∑
r=0
cτ+d∫
0
dλ e
ipi c(λ
2+2`λµ)
`(cτ+d) +2ipirc(µ+
λ
` )+ipi
r2c2
` τ
× ϑ(`τ, `ν−(λ+rcτ))e
−ipiτ4 ϑ(τ, ν+µ+λ+rcτ+ τ+1
2
)η(τ)3
ϑ(τ, ν+µ+ τ+1
2
)ϑ(τ, λ+rcτ+ τ+1
2
)
,
where we also shifted the theta function arguments using quasiperiodicity in order to have
λ + rcτ in the ratio of the theta functions. This allows us to apply Lemma 2.2, with the
result
(3.9) K`(
(
a b
c d
)
τ,
ν
cτ + d
,
µ
cτ + d
) =
= ζ c
`c
,`ad
√
cτ + d√
`a
e
ipi c`ν
2
cτ+d
`a−1∑
r=0
cτ+d∫
0
dλ e
ipi c(λ
2+2`λµ)
`(cτ+d) +2ipirc(µ+
λ
` )+ipi
r2c2
` τ
×
(
ϑ(`τ, `µ+λ+rcτ)K`(τ, ν, µ)
−
`−1∑
k=0
e2ipik(ν + µ)ϑ(`τ, `ν + kτ)K1(`τ,−`µ−(λ+rcτ), `µ−kτ)
)
.
This therefore consists of two terms, with the integration variable λ involved in the
argument of the theta function in the first term and in the argument of K1 in the second
term. In the first term, we change the variable as λ→ λ− r(cτ + d)− `µ and use (A.3).
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In the second term, we change the variable as λ→ λ−r(cτ +d) and then use (A.7) with
c→ c
`c
, d→ `ad , τ → `τ , and µ→ `µ− kτ . This gives
K`(
(
a b
c d
)
τ,
ν
cτ + d
,
µ
cτ + d
) = (cτ+d)e
ipi c`(ν
2−µ2)
cτ+d K`(τ, ν, µ)
+ ζ c
`c
,`ad i
√−i
√
`c
c
(cτ+d) e
ipi c`ν
2
cτ+d
`−1∑
k=0
e
2ipikν+ipi k
2
` τϑ(`τ, `ν+kτ)
× eipi
kd(2`µ−kτ)
`(cτ+d)
c
`c
−1∑
α=0
e
2ipi(`µ−kτ) αdcτ+d−ipiτ α
2d
cτ+d Φ(`τ+`
d
c
, `µ+α`
d
c
−kτ).
This shows the desired behavior of the first element in K`(τ, ν, µ) . The rest of the cal-
culation leading to the statement of Theorem 3.5 involves only theta functions and is
therefore standard.
4. MODULAR TRANSFORMATIONS OF ŝ`(2|1) CHARACTERS
As an application of the higher-level Appell functions, we consider the “admissible”
representations of the affine Lie superalgebra ŝ`(2|1) at the level k = `
u
−1 with coprime
positive integers ` and u . For ` > 2 , neither these representations nor their characters
are periodic under the spectral flow (B.5), the characters cannot therefore be rationally
expressed through theta functions, and Appell functions enter the game.
The spectral flow is an action of the Z lattice, and because it acts on the admissible
representation characters freely, there are infinitely many representations involved and
the theory is certainly nonrational. It might then be expected that defining the modular
group action would also require infinitely many characters. But the actual situation turns
out to be somewhat closer to the case of rational conformal field theories: if extensions
among the representations are taken into account, the spectral flow and the modular group
action can be defined on a finite number of characters. For the spectral flow, this is shown
by elementary manipulations, but the calculation of the action of S ∈ SL(2,Z) is more
complicated. The resulting formula for the S -transform of the characters in Theorem 4.1
resembles that for the Appell functions: although the characters are not closed under
the S transformation, the offending terms are given by Φ times theta-functional terms,
whose modular properties are already standard.
We have to consider a number of facts pertaining to the ŝ`(2|1) representation theory.
We follow [13],4 with most of the representation-theory part collected in Appendix B.
Calculations with the Appell functions are given in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3 below.
4.1. Formulation of the main result. In Theorem B.1, we find the characters χr,s,`,u;θ
of the admissible ŝ`(2|1)-representation Lr,s,`,u;θ in the Ramond sector. The ;θ notation
4See also [31, 32] for aspects of the ŝ`(2|1) -representation theory at fractional level.
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is for the spectral flow transform, see (B.5) [13, 33]. The four different sectors (Ramond,
Neveu–Schwarz, super-Ramond, and super-Neveu–Schwarz) are mapped under the S
and T transformations as indicated in (B.35). Any of the S -arrows in (B.35) allows
reconstructing any other, and it is therefore a matter of taste which of these to evaluate
explicitly. The super-Ramond sector is chosen in the next theorem. With theta-functional
terms inevitably occurring in the S -transform of χr,s,`,u;θ , such terms can be added to the
χ characters from the start (as we see in Sec. 4.2, the theta-functional terms in question
are actually the characters defined in (B.30)). It then turns out that to avoid redundancy,
we can label the admissible characters by (s, θ) with s = 1, . . . , u and θ = 0, . . . , u− 1
(see (4.7)). We then have the following result.
Theorem 4.1. At the level k = `
u
− 1 with coprime positive integers ` and u , the S -
transform of the super-Ramond admissible ŝ`(2|1)-characters χsR(s;θ) is given by
(4.1) χsR(s;θ)(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = e
ipik ν
2−µ2
2τ
u∑
s′=1
u−1∑
θ′=0
S`,u(s,θ),(s′,θ′)χ
sR
(s′;θ′)(τ, ν, µ)
− eipik
ν2−µ2
2τ
`−1∑
r′=1
u∑
s′=1
Rs,θ,r′,s′(τ, µ)Ωr′,s′(τ, ν, µ+1),
where the characters Ωr′,s′ are defined in (B.30),
S`,u(s,θ),(s′,θ′) =
1
u
e
2ipi `u (s+s
′+θ+θ′+s′θ+sθ′+2θθ′)
e
ipi [`(s
′+1+2θ′)]u−[`(s+2θ+1)]u
u ,
and
Rs,θ,r′,s′(τ, µ) =
(−1)r′s
u
e
ipi `2uτ
(
µ+τ(s′+1− u` r′)
)2−ipi [`(s+2θ+1)]uu +ipi `u (2s′+s−ss′)
×
u−1∑
b=0
(
e
ipi(s+2θ+1)2`b+[ur
′+`(s′−1)]2`
u Φ(2u`τ,−`µ−2b`τ−[ur′−`(s′−1)]2`τ)
− eipi(s+2θ+1)
2`(b+1)−[ur′+`(s′−1)]2`
u Φ(2u`τ,−`µ−2(b+1)`τ+[ur′−`(s′−1)]2`τ)
)
.
We recall that [x]u denotes xmodu . The theorem is proved by a calculation based on
the properties of the Appell functions established above. The several-step derivation is
given in Sec. 4.3.
The S -transformation formula in the theorem has a triangular structure similar to that
for the Appell functions: the χ(s;θ) characters are transformed through themselves and
the additional characters Ωr′,s′ , while the latter, being expressed through theta functions,
transform through themselves. The Ω characters in the right-hand side of (4.1) are mul-
tiplied with the Φ functions, defined in (1.4) and studied in Sec. 2.6. We note that the
arguments of Φ above depend on s′ “weakly,” in fact only on s′mod 2 .
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4.2. Relation to the Appell functions and open quasiperiodicity. We first express the
admissible representation characters (B.22) and (B.26) through the higher-level Appell
functions: the “nontrivial” part of the characters, Eq. (B.23), is expressed through the
Appell functions with the even level 2` as
(4.2) ψr,s,`,u(τ, ν, µ) = K2`(uτ,−ν2−
u(r−1)
2`
τ+
s−1
2
τ,
1
2
− µ
2
+τ
u(r−1)
2`
− τ s+1
2
)
− e2ipi(s−1)(r−1)τ−2ipi(r−1)ν
× K2`(uτ, ν2−
u(r−1)
2`
τ− s−1
2
τ,
1
2
− µ
2
+τ
u(r−1)
2`
− τ s+1
2
),
and hence the characters are given by
(4.3) χr,s,`,u;θ(τ, ν, µ) = Θ(τ, ν, µ)
× e2ipi(θ+1)(r−1− `u (s+θ))τ+ipi(r−1− `u (s−1))ν+ipi(r−1− `u (s+1+2θ))µ
×
(
K2`(uτ,−ν2−
u(r−1)
2`
τ+
s− 1
2
τ,
1−µ
2
+τ
u(r−1)
2`
− τ s+1+2θ
2
)
− e2ipi(s−1)(r−1)τ−2ipi(r−1)ν
× K2`(uτ, ν2−
u(r−1)
2`
τ− s−1
2
τ,
1−µ
2
+τ
u(r−1)
2`
−τ s+1+2θ
2
)
)
.
We now discuss the range of the labels in these characters. First, 1 6 s 6 u . Second,
the twist θ takes all integer values in principle, but modulo addition of theta-functional
terms to the characters, the θ parameter can be restricted to u consecutive values, because
quasiperiodicity of K` implies an open quasiperiodicity property relating the admissible
ŝ`(2|1) characters with their spectral-flow transform by θ = u (see (B.5)),
(4.4) χr,s,`,u;θ+u = χr,s,`,u;θ −
r−1∑
a=1
(−1)a+r+1Ωa,s;θ
+
`−1∑
a=1
(−1)a+r+1Ωa,s;θ+s+1 −
`−1∑
a=r
(−1)a+r+1Ωa,s;θ+u,
where Ωr,s,j are the characters (B.28), expressible in terms of theta functions. Thus,
although the admissible ŝ`(2|1)-characters are not invariant under the spectral flow (B.5)
with any θ (i.e., are mapped into nonisomorphic representations), their characters are
invariant modulo theta-functional terms.5
5This is somewhat similar to the case with the admissible ŝ`(2) representations, which are not invariant
under any spectral flow transformations, whereas their characters, given by quasiperiodic functions, are
invariant under a certain sublattice of spectral flow translations. (That is not a contradiction because the
admissible representation characters are meromorphic functions of the variable that is translated under the
spectral flow, cf. [14], and we are actually speaking of analytic continuation of characters.)
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Remark: ` = 1 . For ` = 1 , Eq. (2.26) allows us to express the characters in terms
of theta functions, which immediately shows that the characters are periodic under the
spectral flow with the period u and readily leads to their modular transformation prop-
erties (the modular transformations for ` = 1 were derived in [34]). This originates in
the fact that Uθ with θ = u acts as an isomorphism on the representations L1,s,1,u (the
representations are invariant under the β automorphism (B.4), and accordingly, only one
of the two values of r remains for ` = 1; for the characters, this can be easily verified
using formulas in Sec. 2.1). There remain u2 representations L1,s,1,u;θ with 1 6 s 6 u
and 0 6 θ 6 u− 1 [33].
We assume ` > 2 in what follows and often abbreviate the notation χr,s,`,u , ψr,s,`,u ,
etc. to χr,s , ψr,s , etc.
Next, it follows from formulas in Sec. 2.1 that the dependence of the characters on r
also amounts to additive theta-functional terms; for r > 2 , ψr,s is related to ψ1,s as
ψr,s(q, x, y) = (−x− 12y− 12 q−1)r−1
(
ψ1,s(q, x, y) + Θr,s(q, x, y)
)
,(4.5)
where
Θr,s(q, x, y) =
r−1∑
r′=1
(−1)r′y r
′
2 q−
ur′2
4`
+
r′(s+1)
2
(
θr′,`(q
u, xq−(s−1))− θ−r′,`(qu, xq−(s−1))
)
.
Consequently, the corresponding formula relating χr,s to χr′,s involves the Ωr,s,h char-
acters (B.28):
(4.6) χr,s;θ(q, x, y) = (−1)r−r′χr′,s;θ(q, x, y)
+

r−r′−1∑
a=0
(−1)aΩr−1−a,s, r−1−a
2
− `
u
s+1+2θ
2
(q, x, y), r′ < r,
r′−r−1∑
a=0
(−1)aΩr+a,s, r+a
2
− `
u
s+1+2θ
2
(q, x, y), r′ > r.
This is another instance of a triangular structure, with the characters being invariant only
up to theta-functional terms, which are already invariant.
To avoid redundancy, therefore, any fixed value of r can be used, for example only the
characters χ1,s,`,u;θ can be considered. More generally, we can choose a unique r for each
(s, θ) . As we see in what follows, a useful such choice is to set r =
⌊
`
u
(s+ 2θ + 1)
⌋
+1.
We use the special notation for these characters,
χ(s;θ) = χb `u (s+2θ+1)c+1,s,`,u;θ, 1 6 s 6 u, 0 6 θ 6 u− 1.(4.7)
4.3. Evaluating the S -transform of χr,s,`,u;θ . The S -transform of χr,s;θ(τ, ν, µ) ≡
χr,s,`,u;θ(τ, ν, µ) is found in several steps.
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With the aim to use Eq. (4.5), which allows doing the most difficult part of the calcu-
lation for r = 1 only, we first rewrite the character as
χr,s;θ(τ, ν, µ) = e−2ipi
`
u (θ+1)(s+θ)τ−ipi `u (s−1)ν−ipi `u (s+1+2θ)µ
× (−1)r−1(ψ1,s + Θr,s)(τ, ν, µ+2θτ)Θ(τ, ν, µ).
In evaluating χr,s;θ(− 1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) , we then use Eqs. (1.9)–(1.15) to find the S -transform
of Θ , which gives
χr,s;θ(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = (−1)r−1 1
τ
e2ipi(θ+1)
`
u (s+θ)
1
τ e−ipi(s−1)
`
u
ν
τ e−ipi
`
u (s+1+2θ)
µ
τ
× (ψ1,s + Θr,s)(−1τ , ντ , µ−2θτ ) eipi (µ−τ)2−ν22τ Θ(τ, ν, µ−τ+1),
where it remains to find the S -transform of ψ1,s+ Θr,s . For Θr,s , the calculation is again
standard, based on
θa,`(−uτ ,
ν
τ
)− θ−a,`(−uτ ,
ν
τ
) =
√
−iτ
2`u
e
ipi `ν
2
2uτ
2`−1∑
r′=1
e
−ipi ar′` (θr′,`(τu , νu)− θ−r′,`(τu , νu)).
For ψ1,s , we express through the Appell functions as in (4.2) and use the S -transform
formula (1.3), which we rewrite for the level 2` ,
K2`(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) = τe
2ipi`ν
2−µ2
τ K2`(τ, ν, µ) + τe
2ipi`ν
2
τ
2`−1∑
r′=0
Φ(2`τ, 2`µ−r′τ)θr′,`(τ, 2ν).
This gives
ψ1,s(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) =
τ
u
e
ipi` (ν+s−1)
2−(µ−τ−s−1)2
2uτ
× (K2`(τu ,−ν+s−12u ,−µ−τ−s−12u )− K2`(τu , ν+s−12u ,−µ−τ−s−12u ))
− τ
u
e
ipi` (ν+s−1)
2
2uτ
2`−1∑
r′=0
Φ(
2`τ
u
,−` µ−τ−s−1
u
− r′ τ
u
)
× (θr′,`(τu , ν+s−1u )− θ−r′,`(τu , ν+s−1u )).
Putting the ψ and Θ parts together, we use the second identity in (2.29) to obtain
(4.8) (ψ1,s + Θr,s)(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) =
τ
u
e
ipi` (ν+s−1)
2−(µ−τ−s−1)2
2uτ
×
(
K2`(
τ
u
,−ν+s−1
2u
,−µ−τ−s−1
2u
)− K2`(τu ,
ν+s−1
2u
,−µ−τ−s−1
2u
)
−Fr,s(τ, ν, µ−τ)
)
,
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where
(4.9) Fr,s(τ, ν, µ) = e
ipi `2uτ (µ−s−1+ u` (r−1))2
2`−1∑
r′=1
e
ipir′ r−1`
× Φ(2`τ
u
,− `
u
(µ−s−1)− r
′τ
u
−r+1)(θr′,`(τu , ν+s−1u )− θ−r′,`(τu , ν+s−1u )).
Therefore, χr,s;θ(− 1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) is evaluated as
(4.10) χr,s;θ(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) =
(−1)r−1
u
e
ipik ν
2−(µ−τ)2
2τ − ipi `u (s+1+2θ)Θ(τ, ν, µ−τ+1)
×
(
K2`(
τ
u
,−ν+s−1
2u
,−µ−τ−s−2θ−1
2u
)− K2`(τu ,
ν+s−1
2u
,−µ−τ−s−2θ−1
2u
)
)
+
(−1)r
u
e
ipik ν
2−(µ−τ)2
2τ − ipi `u (s+1+2θ)Fr,s(τ, ν, µ−τ−2θ)Θ(τ, ν, µ−τ+1),
where k = `
u
− 1 is the ŝ`(2|1) level.
The next step is to show that the K2` -terms in (4.10) are expressible through the χ
characters and the theta-functional terms are expressible through the Ω characters. We
first show that the term involving Fr,s , which has arisen in form (4.9), can be expressed
through the characters Ωr′,s′ introduced in (B.30). Elementary manipulations show that
Fr,s(τ, ν, µ) = eipi
`
2uτ (µ−s−1+ u` (r−1))2
× 1
2`
r−1∑
a=r−2`
2`−1∑
r′=1
e
ipir′ r−1−a` Φ(
2`τ
u
,− `
u
(µ−s−1)− r
′τ
u
−r+1)
× (ϑ( τ
2`u
,
ν+s−1
2u
+
a
2`
)− ϑ( τ
2`u
,
ν+s−1
2u
− a
2`
)
)
.
Here, the range of the a summation (2` consecutive values) can be shifted arbitrarily,
and it was chosen such that (2.33) becomes applicable with no remanining [·]2` . Apply-
ing (2.33) to Φ and rearranging the ϑ-part in accordance with (2.10), we then have
Fr,s(τ, ν, µ) =
1
2`
r−1∑
a=r−2`
e
ipi `2uτ (µ−s−1+ u` a)2Φ( τ
2`u
,−µ−s−1
2u
− a
2`
)
×
2`−1∑
r′′=1
u∑
s′′=1
e
ipi u` ar
′′−ipi `u (s−1)(s′′−1)+ipia(s′′−1)+ipi(s−1)r′′$r′′,s′′(τ, ν),
where
$r,s(q, x) = x
− `
u
s−1
2 q
`
4u
(s−1)2(θr,`(qu, xq−(s−1))− θ−r,`(qu, xq−(s−1)))
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accumulates the y - and h- independent factors in the character (B.28). From iden-
tity (2.35), we now have
Fr,s(τ, ν, µ) = e
ipi u`2τ (
µ−s−1
u +
r−1
` )
2
2`−1∑
r′=1
u∑
s′=1
e
ipi u`
(
r−1− `u (s− 1)
) (
r′+ `u (s
′−1))
× Φ(2`τ
u
,− `
u
(µ−s−1)−r+1− [ur
′−`(s′−1)]2`
u
τ)$r′,s′(τ, ν).
Next, identity (2.32) (with p = u) allows us to express the Φ functions involved here
through Φ(2u`τ, . . . − 2`bτ) . This produces the integer `(s + 1) − u(r − 1) in the
argument of each Φ , to which we can further apply (2.29), with the result
Fr,s(τ, ν, µ) = e
ipi `u
µ2
2τ
2`−1∑
r′=1
u∑
s′=1
u−1∑
b=0
e
−ipi(s−1)(r′+ `u (s′−1))+2ipib `u (s+1)
× eipi(s+1)
[ur′+`(s′−1)]2`
u Φ(2u`τ,−`µ−[ur′−`(s′−1)]2`τ−2b`τ)$r′,s′(τ, ν)
+ e
ipi u`2τ
(
µ−s−1
u +
r−1
`
)2 2`−1∑
r′=1
u∑
s′=1
e
ipi u`
(
r−1− `u (s−1)
) (
r′+ `u (s
′−1))
×H`(s+1)−u(r−1),ur′−`(s′−1)(τ, µ)$r′,s′(τ, ν),
where
Hm,m′(τ, µ) =

iu√−2iu`τ
∑
n>1
nu6m
e
ipi n
2u−2nm
2`τ +ipin(
µ
τ +
m′
` ), m > 1,
− iu√−2iu`τ
∑
n60
nu>m+1
e
ipi n
2u−2nm
2`τ +ipin(
µ
τ +
m′
` ), m 6 −1.
We observe that the first (triple-sum) term in Fr,s is actually independent of r . The
second term does depend on r , but Hm,m′ vanishes whenever 1 6 m 6 u − 1 , and be-
cause we consider such m in what follows (more precisely, r such that the corresponding
m is within this interval), we drop the second (double-sum) term in Fr,s . More precisely,
Eq. (4.10) actually involves Fr,s with the argument shifted by −2θ with integer θ . The
integer in the argument of Φ mentioned above, and hence the m label in Hm,m′ , is then
`(s+ 2θ − 1)− u(r − 1) . With r chosen such that 1 6 m 6 u− 1 , it then follows that
Fs(τ, ν, µ− 2θ) ≡ Fr,s(τ, ν, µ− 2θ) is given by
Fs(τ, ν, µ− 2θ) = eipi
`
u
µ2
2τ
2`−1∑
r′=1
u∑
s′=1
u−1∑
b=0
e
−ipi(s−1)(r′+ `u (s′−1))+2ipib `u (s+2θ+1)
× eipi(s+2θ+1)
[ur′+`(s′−1)]2`
u Φ(2u`τ,−`µ−[ur′−`(s′−1)]2`τ−2b`τ)$r′,s′(τ, ν).
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Using (B.29) and the fact that [−a]n = n− [a]n for a > 0 , we obtain
(4.11) Fs(τ, ν, µ−2θ) = eipi
`
u
µ2
2τ
`−1∑
r′=1
u∑
s′=1
u−1∑
b=0
e
−ipi(s−1)(r′+ `u (s′−1))
× (eipi(s+2θ+1) [ur′+`(s′−1)]2`+2`bu Φ(2u`τ,−`µ−[ur′−`(s′−1)]2`τ−2b`τ)
− eipi(s+2θ+1)
−[ur′+`(s′−1)]2`+2`(b+1)
u Φ(2u`τ,−`µ+[ur′−`(s′−1)]2`τ−2(b+1)`τ)
)
×$r′,s′(τ, ν).
To finish the calculation, it remains to recognize the χ characters in the first term
in (4.10). Lemma 2.1 gives
(4.12) χr,s;θ(−1τ ,
ν
τ
,
µ
τ
) =
(−1)r−1
u
e
ipik ν
2−(µ−τ)2
2τ − ipi `u (s+1+2θ)
×
( u∑
s′=1
u−1∑
θ′=0
e
ipi `u (s
′+1+2θ′)(s+1+2θ)−ipi `u (s′−1)(s−1)+ipi [`(s
′+1+2θ′)]u
u χ(s′;θ′)(τ, ν, µ−τ+1)
−Fr,s(τ, ν, µ−τ−2θ)Θ(τ, ν, µ−τ+1)
)
.
The characters arising in the right-hand side are those in (4.7), and we can therefore
restrict to the same characters in the left-hand side, i.e., choose χ(s;θ) as “representatives”
of the χr,s,`,u;θ(q, x, y) characters with different r (see (4.6)). With χ(s;θ) in the left-hand
side, it is then easy to see that the above Hm,m′ terms indeed vanish.
The S -transform formula (4.12) applies to the characters χr,s;θ ≡ χr,s,`,u;θ in the Ra-
mond sector, which are related to super-Neveu–Schwarz characters under S , see (B.33).
Accordingly, we can rewrite the above formula with the super-Neveu–Schwarz characters
in the right-hand side,
(4.13) 1st term in the rhs of (4.12) =
(−1)r` ,u[s+1+2θ]+1
u
e
ipik ν
2−µ2
2τ − ipi `u (s+2+2θ)
×
u∑
s′=1
u−1∑
θ′=0
e
ipi `u (s
′+1+2θ′)(s+1+2θ)−ipi `u (s′−1)(s−1)+ipi [`(s
′+1+2θ′)]u
u χsNS(s′;θ′)(τ, ν, µ).
The result given at the beginning of this section is for the super-Ramond sector, which
is mapped into itself. Using (B.34) and recalling (4.11), we immediately rewrite (4.13)
as (4.1).
5. SUPER-VIRASORO CHARACTERS
The higher-level Appell functions also arise in superconformal extensions of the Vira-
soro algebra.
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5.1. N = 2 characters. Following [14], we consider the admissible representations of
the N = 2 [super-Virasoro] algebra with central charge c = 3(1 − 2
t
) , t = u
`
. As in the
ŝ`(2|1) case, the spectral flow transform acts freely on the representations, and therefore
the theory is nonrational. The admissible representation characters are given by
ωr,s,u,`(q, z) = z
− `
u
(r−1)+s−1 ϕr,s,u,`(q, z)
ϑ1,0(q, z)
q−
1
8η(q)3
,
1 6 r 6 u− 1, 1 6 s 6 `,
where
ϕr,s,u,`(q, z) = K2`(q
u, q
r
2
− u
2`
(s−1),−z−1 q− r2+ u2` (s−1))
− qr(s−1) K2`(qu, q− r2− u2` (s−1),−z−1q− r2+ u2` (s−1)).
The N=2 spectral flow acts on the character of any N=2-module D as
ωD;θ(q, z) = z
− c
3
θq
c
6
(θ2−θ)ωD(q, zq−θ),
with θ ∈ Z . For ωr,s,u,` above, open quasiperiodicity occurs for the spectral flow trans-
form with θ = u [14].
The modular transformations of ωr,s,u,`;θ can be derived either by repeating the cal-
culations in Sec. 4 in the N = 2 context or by noting that the N = 2 characters follow
by taking residues of the appropriate ŝ`(2|1)-characters, and hence Theorem 4.1 implies
the N = 2 modular transformation formula. Taking the residues amounts to using the
formulas
ϑ1,1(q, q
n) = 0,
∂ϑ1,1(q, z)
∂z
∣∣
z=qn
= (−1)n q− 18η(q)3 q−n
2
2
− 3n
2 , n ∈ Z.
Noting that
ψr,s,`,u(q, q
n, z2 q2θ) = ϕs−n−1,r,u,`(q, z qθ+1+
n
2 ),
we then immediately obtain that for even n ,
res
x=qn
χr,s,`,u;θ(q, x, z
2) = z−k q−k
n2
4
+n ϑ1,0(q, z)
q−
1
8η(q)3
ωs−n−1,r,u,`;−(θ+n
2
+1)(q, z).
The spectral flow transform by −θ (rather than θ ) in the right-hand side is due to oppo-
sitely chosen conventions for the N = 2 algebra in [14], which we reproduce for ease of
comparison, and for ŝ`(2|1) in [13], which we follow here. The ŝ`(2|1)-characters then
correspond to N =2 characters in accordance with the relation between the ŝ`(2|1) and
N=2 representations [35, 36] under the Hamiltonian reduction [37, 38, 39].
5.2. N = 4 characters. Another application of the Appell functions is to models of the
N = 4 super-Virasoro algebra. To avoid lengthening an already sufficiently long paper,
we only note that the unitary irreducible N = 4 characters at central charge c = 6k ,
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k ∈ N , derived in [15], can be expressed through the level-2(k+ 1) Appell functions as6
Char0k,j(q, z, y) =
qj−
2k−1
8
y−1 − y
ϑ(q, zy)ϑ(q, zy−1)
ϑ1,1(q, z2)η(q)3
×
(
yz2jK2(k+1)(q, zq
2j+1
2(k+1) ,−yq k−2j2(k+1) )− y−1z2jK2(k+1)(q, zq
2j+1
2(k+1) ,−y−1q k−2j2(k+1) )
− yz−2jq−1K2(k+1)(q, zq
−2j+1
2(k+1) ,−yq 2j−k−22(k+1) )
+ y−1z−2jq−1K2(k+1)(q, zq
−2j+1
2(k+1) ,−yq 2j−k−22(k+1) )
)
, j = 0,
1
2
, . . . ,
k
2
,
which reduces evaluation of the modular transform of the characters to a calculation with
Appell functions based on Theorem 1.1.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the modular properties of the Appell functions and used these
to calculate modular transformations of characters in some nonrational conformal mod-
els. Expressing representation characters through higher-level Appell functions can be
viewed as going one step up in functional complexity compared with the characters ex-
pressed through theta functions: while the characters are not quasiperiodic, the quasiperi-
odicity-violating terms are still given by theta functions. Efficient manipulations with the
K` functions, as in the study of ŝ`(2|1)-characters, require using properties of the Φ
function defined by integral representation (1.4) (which is at the same time the b-period
integral of K` , Eq. (A.6)). We have studied the properties of Φ in some detail.7
There are many rational models of conformal field theory, but nonrational models are
also interesting. The theory of nonrational models is still in its infancy, however. The
axioms of rational conformal field theory can be relaxed to different degrees, which in
some cases gives “almost rational” theories whose structure may be worth studying, but
difficulties in treating them in the same spirit as truly rational theories emerge at full
scale in calculating the modular group representation on characters. The characters of
nonrational models are usually not expressible in terms of theta functions; going beyond
rational conformal field theories requires an adequate replacement of theta functions with
some functions that are not quasiperiodic but nevertheless behave reasonably under mod-
ular transformations.
In the examples in this paper, the spectral flow transform action leads to infinite pro-
liferation of representations, and at first sight also of characters to be involved in modu-
lar transform formulas. But the deviation from rational theories may be expected to be
“soft” because the spectral-flow-transformed representations, although nonisomorphic,
6An alternative form of the character follows by applying Eq. (2.4) to each Appell function.
7The function f(τ, µ) = −Φ(− 1τ , µτ ) has appeared in [40], where the role of the integral representation
was to give a solution of finite-difference equations (2.28) and (2.29), in a context not unrelated to the
present one.
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have “the same” structure. It turns out that at the expense of including extensions among
the representations, a modular group action can be defined on a finite number of char-
acters. Technically, this was achieved by first studying modular properties of the Appell
functions, which demonstrate a triangular structure in their behavior under both lattice
translations and modular transformations.
More specifically, we investigated the properties of ŝ`(2|1) models based on the set of
admissible representations at rational level. A crucial property of these representations
is that they allow nontrivial extensions among themselves. Such extensions do not occur
in rational theories but are typical of logarithmic conformal field theories (see [41, 42,
26, 43, 44] and extensive bibliography therein; such extensions of representations have
been known to play an important role in the derivation of the modular transformations
of N = 4 superconformal characters since [15], where the corresponding characters are
called “massive at the unitarity bound.”). It might therefore be expected that the theory
can be consistently formulated as a logarithmic one (i.e., further extension of modules
results in modules where L0 and/or some Cartan generators act nondiagonally). There
also arises a very general problem of defining a reasonable class of nonrational conformal
field theory models, where by “reasonable” we mean that the properties known in the
rational case are modified, but not dropped in going beyond the rational models. Good
examples are the (1, p) Virasoro models [26] and, probably, the logarithmic extensions
of all the (p′, p) models. We hope that some features of this class of nonrational models
have also been captured in this paper.
We have found the S -transform (4.1) of admissible characters in the sense that we
expressed χ(− 1
τ
, ν
τ
, µ
τ
) in terms of the χ(τ, ν, µ) and Ω(τ, ν, µ) characters. At the next
step, we face the “S(τ) problem,” which is a typical difficulty encountered in nonrational
conformal field theories: the matrix representing the action of
(
0 −1
1 0
) ∈ SL(2,Z) on
the characters acquires dependence on coordinates on the moduli space,
χ(
(
0 −1
1 0
)
. x) = S(x)χ(x),
where χ(x) is a vector whose entries are the characters and x denotes coordinates on the
moduli space (x = (τ, ν, . . . ) , with γ . (τ, ν, . . . ) = (aτ+b
cτ+d
, cν
cτ+d
, . . . ) for γ =
(
a b
c d
) ∈
SL(2,Z)). The problem is that the matrix S(x) depends on x in general, making the
Verlinde formula in its standard form inapplicable.
The general strategy to deal with the “S(x) problem” was outlined in [26]. The mod-
ular group action on the characters is to be redefined as
γ ∗ χ(x) = J(γ;x)χ(γ . x),
with a matrix automorphy factor J(γ;x) such that the matrix
S = J(
(
0 −1
1 0
)
;x)S(x)(6.1)
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is numerical (independent of the coordinates on the moduli space).8 Then S defined
in (6.1) can be used in a Verlinde-like formula (an example of successful application of
this ideology is given in [26]). For the ŝ`(2|1)-characters, with the vector χ composed
of the χ and Ω characters, the most essential part of the “S(x) problem” is the τ - and
µ-dependence in the Φ functions arising in the S -transform. The Φ functions, studied in
Sec. 2.6, are a characteristic element of the Appell function theory. We leave this problem
for a future work.
We finally note that the derivation of modular transformation properties of K` and the
characters given above may not be “optimized” — apart from technical improvements, a
more “conceptual” derivation must exist, possibly applicable to more general indefinite
theta series.
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APPENDIX A. THE a - AND b -CYCLE INTEGRALS ON THE TORUS
We first evaluate the integral along the b cycle on the torus,∮
b
dλ e
ipi λ
2
τ ϑ(τ, λ) =
τ∫
0
dλ e
ipi λ
2
τ ϑ(τ, λ) =
∑
m∈Z
(m+1)τ∫
mτ
dλ e
ipi λ
2
τ ,
where we shifted the integration variable as λ → λ −mτ in each term of the ϑ-series.
For =τ > 0 , the integrals are defined by analytic continuation from τ = it with t ∈ R>0 ,
and therefore ∮
b
dλ e
ipi λ
2
τ ϑ(τ, λ) = i
∫
R
dx e
−pi x2t
∣∣∣
t=−iτ
= i
√−iτ .(A.1)
The “dual” integral is, obviously,∮
a
dλϑ(τ, λ)
def
=
∫ 1
0
dλϑ(τ, λ) = 1.(A.2)
8We note that the (τ, ν, µ) -dependence through the standard scalar factor eipik
ν2−µ2
2τ is in fact eliminated
similarly, with the standard scalar automorphy factor. Any automorphy factor must satisfy the cocycle
equation; also see [25] for the matrix case.
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Somewhat more generally than in (A.1), we can evaluate the integral∫ µ+cτ+d
µ
dλ e
ipi cλ
2
cτ+d ϑ(τ, λ), c ∈ N, d ∈ Z, cd ∈ 2Z,
(with an arbitrary µ) by shifting the integration variable as λ→ λ−m(τ+ d
c
) in each term
of the theta series and then summing over m as
∑
m∈Z f(m) =
∑c
α=1
∑
m∈Z f(cm+α) .
With even cd , it then follows that m drops from the exponentials, and we readily obtain
µ+cτ+d∫
µ
dλ e
ipi cλ
2
cτ+d ϑ(τ, λ) =
∑
m∈Z
α(τ+ d
c
)+(m+1)(cτ+d)∫
α(τ+ d
c
)+m(cτ+d)
dλ e
ipi cλ
2
cτ+d ·
c∑
α=1
e
−ipiα2 dc(A.3)
= i
√
−i(cτ + d)
c
· √−ic ζ−1c,d = (cτ + d)
1
2 ζ−1c,d ,
where the two factors are a Gaussian integral, calculated by analytic continuation (for τ
such that =τ > 0) from the integral over R , and a Gaussian sum, see, e.g., [29].
Remarkably, much similarity is preserved if theta functions are replaced with Appell
functions in the above integrals. We first consider the corresponding analogue of (A.1),∮
b
dλ e
ipi λ
2−2λµ
τ K1(τ, λ−µ, µ) def=
∫ τ
0
dλ e
ipi λ
2−2λµ
τ K1(τ, λ+ ε− µ, µ),
where an infinitesimal positive real ε specifies the prescription to bypass the singularities.
Again continuing from τ = it and µ = iy with positive real t and real y , we have
= i
∑
m∈Z
∫ t
0
dx e
−pi x2−2xyt e
−pit2m2−2pim(x−y)
1−e−2pi(x+mt)−i0
∣∣∣∣t=−iτ
y=−iµ
.
Making the same substitution λ→ λ−mτ as above, or x→ x−mt , and using that∫ +∞
−∞
dx
f(x)
x− i0 = −
∫ +∞
−∞
dx
f(x)
x
+ ipi res
x=0
f(x),
we obtain ∮
b
dλ e
ipi λ
2−2λµ
τ K1(τ, λ− µ, µ) = −i
√−iτ Φ(τ, µ),(A.4)
with Φ defined in (1.4). The derivation shows that the same result is valid for the “b”-
integral with a translated contour:∫ τ+ατ
ατ
dλ e
ipi λ
2−2λµ
τ K1(τ, λ+ ε− µ, µ) = −i
√−iτ Φ(τ, µ), α ∈ R.(A.5)
The version of (A.4) for K` is given by∮
b
dλ e
ipi`λ
2−2λµ
τ K`(τ, λ− µ, µ) = −i
√
−iτ
`
Φ(
τ
`
, µ).(A.6)
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More generally than in (A.4), we can evaluate the integral
(A.7)
∫ cτ+d+ατ
ατ
dλ e
ipi λ
2+2λµ
τ+ dc K1(τ,−λ+ ε− µ, µ)
= −i
√
−i(τ+ d
c
)
c−1∑
r=0
e
2ipiµ rdcτ+d−ipiτ r
2d
cτ+d Φ(τ+
d
c
, µ+r
d
c
), α ∈ R
for c ∈ N , d ∈ Z , and cd ∈ 2Z .
Similarly to (A.2), we have the dual, a-cycle integral∮
a
dλK1(τ, λ− µ, µ) def=
∫ 1
0
dλK1(τ, λ− µ+ i0, µ) = 1.(A.8)
APPENDIX B. ŝ`(2|1) ALGEBRA, ITS AUTOMORPHISMS AND MODULES
B.1. The algebra and automorphisms. The affine Lie superalgebra ŝ`(2|1) is spanned
by four bosonic currents E12 , H− , F 12 , and H+ , four fermionic ones, E1 , E2 , F 1 ,
and F 2 , and the central element (which we identify with its eigenvalue k ). The ŝ`(2)
subalgebra is generated by E12 , H− , and F 12 , and it commutes with the u(1) subalgebra
generated by H+ . The fermions E1 and F 2 on one hand and F 1 and E2 on the other
hand form s`(2) doublets. The nonvanishing commutation relations are
[H−m, E
12
n ] = E
12
m+n, [H
−
m, F
12
n ] = −F 12m+n,
[E12m , F
12
n ] = mδm+n,0k + 2H
−
m+n, [H
±
m, H
±
n ] = ∓12mδm+n,0k,
[F 12m , E
2
n] = F
1
m+n, [E
12
m , F
2
n ] = −E1m+n,
[F 12m , E
1
n] = −F 2m+n, [E12m , F 1n ] = E2m+n,
[H±m, E
1
n] =
1
2
E1m+n, [H
±
m, F
1
n ] = −12F
1
m+n,
[H±m, E
2
n] = ∓12E
2
m+n, [H
±
m, F
2
n ] = ±12F
2
m+n,
[E1m, F
1
n ] = −mδm+n,0k +H+m+n −H−m+n,
[E2m, F
2
n ] = mδm+n,0k +H
+
m+n +H
−
m+n,
[E1m, E
2
n] = E
12
m+n, [F
1
m, F
2
n ] = F
12
m+n.
(B.1)
The Sugawara energy-momentum tensor is given by
TSug =
1
k + 1
(
H−H− −H+H+ + E12F 12 + E1F 1 − E2F 2).(B.2)
There are involutive algebra automorphisms
α :
E1n 7→ F 2n , E2n 7→ F 1n , E12n 7→ F 12n ,
F 1n 7→ E2n, F 2n 7→ E1n, F 12n 7→ E12n ,
H+n 7→ H+n , H−n 7→ −H−n ,
(B.3)
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and
β :
E1n 7→ E2n, E2n 7→ E1n, E12n 7→ E12n ,
F 1n 7→ −F 2n , F 2n 7→ −F 1n , F 12n 7→ F 12n ,
H+n 7→ −H+n , H−n 7→ H−n ,
(B.4)
and a Z subgroup of automorphisms called the spectral flow,
Uθ :
E1n 7→ E1n−θ, E2n 7→ E2n+θ,
F 1n 7→ F 1n+θ, F 2n 7→ F 2n−θ,
H+n 7→ H+n + kθδn,0,(B.5)
where θ ∈ Z (and the ŝ`(2) subalgebra remains invariant). We note the relations
α2 = 1, β2 = 1, (αβ)4 = 1, αUθ = Uθα, (βUθ)2 = 1.(B.6)
Another Z algebra of automorphisms (a spectral flow affecting the ŝ`(2) subalgebra,
cf. [14]) acts as
Aη :
E1n 7→ E1n+η, E2n 7→ E2n+η, E12n 7→ E12n+2η,
F 1n 7→ F 1n−η, F 2n 7→ F 2n−η, F 12n 7→ F 12n−2η,
H−n 7→ H−n + kηδn,0, H+n 7→ H+n
(B.7)
There also exists the automorphism γ = U 1
2
◦ A− 1
2
(while U 1
2
and A− 1
2
are not auto-
morphisms, but rather mappings into an isomorphic algebra, their composition is). For
θ ∈ Z , its powers Tθ = γθ map the generators as
Tθ :
E1n 7→ E1n−θ, E2n 7→ E2n, E12n 7→ E12n−θ, H−n 7→ H−n − k2θδn,0,
F 1n 7→ F 1n+θ, F 2n 7→ F 2n , F 12n 7→ F 12n+θ, H+n 7→ H+n + k2θδn,0.
(B.8)
Spectral flow transform (B.5), affecting the fermions and leaving the ŝ`(2) subalgebra
invariant, plays an important role in the study of ŝ`(2|1)-representations [13]. We use
the notation
P;θ ≡ UθP
for the action of spectral flow transform on any ŝ`(2|1)-module P . Obviously, P;0 ≡ P .
For a module P , we let
χ[P ](q, x, y) = TrP
(
qL0 xH
−
0 yH
+
0
)
(B.9)
be its character. The character χ[P ];θ of the spectral-flow transformed module P;θ is
expressed through the character of P as
χ[P ];θ(q, x, y) = y−kθ q−kθ2 χ[P ](q, x, y q2θ).(B.10)
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B.2. Highest-weight conditions and modules. A significant role in the ŝ`(2|1) rep-
resentation theory is played by the spectral flow transform (B.5), which is a family of
ŝ`(2|1) automorphisms. Applying algebra automorphisms to modules gives nonisomor-
phic modules in general. The (upper) triangular subalgebra is also mapped under the
action of automorphisms, and the annihilation conditions satisfied by highest-weight vec-
tors change accordingly. Thus, the existence of an automorphism group leads to a free-
dom in choosing the type of annihilation conditions imposed on highest-weight vectors
in highest-weight representations (in particular, Verma modules). We consider the family
of annihilation conditions
E1>−θ ≈ 0, E2>θ ≈ 0,
F 1>θ+1 ≈ 0, F 2>1−θ ≈ 0, F 12>1 ≈ 0,
θ ∈ Z(B.11)
that are an orbit of Uθ (the ≈ sign means that the left-hand sides must be applied to a
vector; at the moment, we are interested in the list of annihilation operators, rather than
in the vector, hence the notation). These annihilation conditions are called the twisted
highest-weight conditions in general. By the ŝ`(2|1) commutation relations, the condi-
tions explicitly written in (B.11) imply that E12>0 ≈ 0 and H±>1 ≈ 0 . This is understood
in similar relations in what follows.
Accordingly, a twisted Verma module Ph−,h+,k;θ over the level-k ŝ`(2|1) algebra is
freely generated by E16−θ−1 , E
2
6θ−1 , E
12
6−1 , F
1
6θ , F
2
6−θ , F
12
60 , H
−
6−1 , and H
+
6−1 from the
twisted highest-weight state |h−, h+, k; θ〉 satisfying annihilation conditions (B.11) and
additionally fixed by the eigenvalue relations
H−0 |h−, h+, k; θ〉 = h− |h−, h+, k; θ〉,(B.12)
H+0 |h−, h+, k; θ〉 = (h+ − kθ) |h−, h+, k; θ〉.(B.13)
With the parameterization of the H+0 eigenvalue chosen in (B.13), we have
Uθ′|h−, h+, k; θ〉 = |h−, h+, k; θ + θ′〉(B.14)
and, obviously, Uθ′Ph−,h+,k;θ = Ph−,h+,k;θ+θ′ for the Verma modules. This simple behav-
ior of |h−, h+, k; θ〉 under the spectral flow explains the subtraction of kθ in (B.13).
The character of Ph−,h+,k;θ is given by
χ[P]h−,h+,k;θ(q, x, y) = xh− yh+−(k+1)θ q
h2−−h2+
k+1
+2θh+−(k+1)θ2Θ(q, x, y),(B.15)
where
Θ(q, x, y) =
ϑ1,0(q, x
1
2y
1
2 )ϑ1,0(q, x
1
2y−
1
2 )
ϑ1,1(q, x) q
− 1
8 η(q)3
.(B.16)
We let |h−, k; θ〉− denote a state satisfying the highest-weight conditions
E1>−θ ≈ 0, E2>θ ≈ 0,
F 1>θ ≈ 0, F 2>1−θ ≈ 0
(B.17)
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and the eigenvalue relations
H−0 |h−, k; θ〉− = h−|h−, k; θ〉−.(B.18)
Conditions (B.17) are stronger than (B.11), and as a result, the eigenvalue of H+0 is no
longer an independent parameter. We let N−h−,k;θ denote the (twisted) narrow Verma
module — the module freely generated by E16−θ−1 , E
2
6θ−1 , E
12
6−1 , F
1
6θ−1 , F
2
6−θ , F
12
60 ,
H−6−1 , and H
+
6−1 from |h−, k; θ〉− .9
Similarly, let |h−, k; θ〉+ denote the states satisfying a different set of the highest-
weight conditions
E1>−θ ≈ 0, E2>θ ≈ 0,
F 1>θ+1 ≈ 0, F 2>−θ ≈ 0
(B.19)
(which are again stronger than (B.11)) and the eigenvalue relations
H−0 |h−, k; θ〉+ = h−|h−, k; θ〉+.(B.20)
We write N+h−,k;θ for the corresponding (twisted) narrow Verma module freely generated
by E16−θ−1 , E
2
6θ−1 , E
12
6−1 , F
1
6θ , F
2
6−θ−1 , F
12
60 , H
−
6−1 , and H
+
6−1 from |h−, k; θ〉+ .
The characters of N−h−,k;θ and N+h−,k;θ are given by
χ[N−]h−,k;θ(q, x, y) =
χ[P]h−,h−,k;θ(q, x, y)
1 + q−θx−
1
2y−
1
2
,
χ[N+]h−,k;θ(q, x, y) =
χ[P ]h−,−h−,k;θ(q, x, y)
1 + qθx−
1
2y
1
2
,
where χ[P ] is defined in (B.15). The twisted narrow Verma modules are convenient in
constructing a resolution of the admissible representations Lr,s , see the next subsection.
B.3. Admissible ŝ`(2|1) representations Lr,s,`,u;θ . The admissible ŝ`(2|1)-representa-
tions, which belong to the class of irreducible highest-weight representations character-
ized by the property that the corresponding Verma modules are maximal elements with
respect to the (appropriately defined) Bruhat order, have arisen in a vertex-operator ex-
tension of two ŝ`(2) algebras with the “dual” levels k and k′ such that (k+ 1)(k′+ 1) =
1 [33]; via this extension ŝ`(2)k ⊕ ŝ`(2)k′ → ŝ`(2|1)k , the admissible ŝ`(2|1) repre-
sentations are related to the admissible ŝ`(2) representations [45]. We fix the ŝ`(2|1)
level as
k =
`
u
− 1
with coprime positive integers ` and u .
9The name Verma module is a (very convenient) abuse of terminology. The N− modules, as well
as N+ introduced momentarily, occur as submodules generated from a charged singular vector in the
proper Verma modules P [13]. The modules are called narrow for the reason explained in [13] (essentially
because they are narrow compared with the proper Verma modules).
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N−
j− 1
2
,k
N+−j− `
u
(s−1),k;s−1
77
N+
`−j− `
u
(s−1),k;s−u−1
gg
...
OO 33
...
OO
kk
N−
j−n`− 1
2
,k;−nu
OO 33
N−
j+n`− 1
2
,k;nu
OOkk
N+−j− `
u
(s−1)−n`,k;s+nu−1
OO
33
N+−j− `
u
(s−1)+(n+1)`,k;s−1−(n+1)u
OO
kk
...
OO
33
...
OO
kk
FIGURE 2. Mappings between narrow Verma modules.
For 1 6 r 6 ` and 1 6 s 6 u , the admissible ŝ`(2|1) representations Lr,s,`,u;θ is the
irreducible quotient of the Verma module P r
2
− `
u
s−1
2
, r
2
− `
u
s+1
2
, `
u
−1;θ . We omit the level k =
`
u
−1 in Ph−,h+,k;θ and similar notation in what follows. In this Verma module, there is the
charged singular vector given by E1−θ−1F
2
−θ acting on the twisted highest-weight vector
| r
2
− `
u
s−1
2
, r
2
− `
u
s+1
2
; θ〉 . The corresponding submodule is the narrow Verma module
N−r
2
− s−1
2
`
u
;θ+1
and the quotient is the narrow Verma module N−r−1
2
− `
u
s−1
2
;θ+1
,
(B.21) 0→ N−r
2
− s−1
2
`
u
;θ+1
→ P r
2
− `
u
s−1
2
, r
2
− `
u
s+1
2
;θ → N−r−1
2
− `
u
s−1
2
, `
u
−1;θ+1 → 0.
The admissible representation Lr,s,`,u;θ is therefore the irreducible quotient of the latter
narrow Verma module. Combining the canonical mapping N−r−1
2
− `
u
s−1
2
;θ+1
→ Lr,s,`,u;θ
with the mappings in Fig. 2, taken from [13], with j − 1
2
= r−1
2
− `
u
s−1
2
, we obtain a
resolution of the admissible representation. The resolution readily implies a character
formula.
Theorem B.1. For 1 6 r 6 ` , 1 6 s 6 u , and θ ∈ Z , the character of Lr,s,`,u;θ is given
by
(B.22) χr,s,`,u;θ(q, x, y) = q(θ+1)(r−1−
`
u
(s+θ)) x
r−1
2
− s−1
2
`
u y
r−1
2
− s+1
2
`
u
−θ `
u
× ψr,s,`,u(q, x, yq2θ)Θ(q, x, y),
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where
(B.23) ψr,s,`,u(q, x, y) =
∑
m∈Z
qm
2u`−mu(r−1)
( qm`(s−1)x−m`
1 + y−
1
2x−
1
2 qmu−1
− q(s−1)(r−1) x1−r q
−m`(s−1)xm`
1 + y−
1
2x
1
2 qmu−s
)
(and Θ is defined in (B.16)).
For r < p , this is proved by a straightforward summation of the characters of the twisted
narrow Verma modules involved in the resolution. For r = p , the above character formula
follows from a somewhat different resolution, with a special role played by one of the
charged singular vectors (see [13]).
Unless ` = 1 , the discrete ŝ`(2|1) automorphism β (see Appendix B) maps the
Lr,s,`,u;θ representations into nonisomorphic ones, Lr,s,`,u = β Lr,s,`,u , which gives the
second half of the admissible ŝ`(2|1)-representations. It follows that the character of
Lr,s,`,u can be written as
χr,s,`,u(q, x, y) = χr,s,`,u(q, x, y
−1),(B.24)
which after a simple calculation gives
χr,s,`,u = −χ1−r,s,`,u;−s−1,(B.25)
and hence χr,s,`,u;θ = −χ1−r,s,`,u;θ−s−1 ,
(B.26) χr,s,`,u;θ(q, x, y) = −q(θ−s)(−r−
`
u
(θ−1)) x−
r
2
− s−1
2
`
u y−
r
2
+ s+1
2
`
u
−θ `
u
× ψ1−r,s,`,u(q, x, yq2(θ−s−1))Θ(q, x, y).
We finally consider the Verma modules Ph−,h+;θ with the same h− = r2 − `u s−12 as in
the Verma module involved in the construction of Lr,s,`,u;θ . Let Mr,s,h+;θ ≡Mr,s,h+,`,u;θ
be the quotient with respect to the MFF singular vectors defined in [13]. In the case where
no charged singular vectors exist in the above Ph−,h+;θ , i.e., for
ur
2`
− s− 1
2
± u
`
h+ /∈ Z,(B.27)
the modules Mr,s,h+;θ are irreducible and Mr,s,h+;θ ' Mr,s,h+− `u θ;0 . Another straight-
forward calculation shows that the character of Mr,s,h+;θ is given by
(B.28) Ωr,s,h(q, x, y) = yh x−
`
u
s−1
2 q
`
4u
(s−1)2−u
`
h2
× (θr,`(qu, xq−(s−1))− θ−r,`(qu, xq−(s−1)))Θ(q, x, y),
where h = h+ − (k + 1)θ . It follows that
Ωr+2n`,s,h(q, x, y) = Ωr,s,h(q, x, y), Ωn`,s,h(q, x, y) = 0, n ∈ Z,
Ω−r,s,h(q, x, y) = −Ωr,s,h(q, x, y).
(B.29)
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We use the special notation for the reducible modules Mr,s,h+ with h+ such that
the left-hand side of (B.27) is an integer, namely with h+ = ±( r2 − `u s+12 ): Mr,s =
Mr,s, r
2
− `
u
s+1
2
and Mr,s = Mr,s,− r
2
+ `
u
s+1
2
. The respective characters of Mr,s and Mr,s
are given by
Ωr,s(q, x, y) = Ωr,s, r
2
− `
u
s+1
2
(q, x, y),
Ωr,s(q, x, y) = Ωr,s,− r
2
+ `
u
s+1
2
(q, x, y).
(B.30)
Reducibility of these modules can be expressed as the exact sequences
0→ Lr+1,s →Mr,s → Lr,s → 0,
0→ Lr+1,s →Mr,s → Lr,s → 0,
1 6 r 6 `− 1.
Consequently,
χr+1,s + χr,s = Ωr,s,
χr+1,s + χr,s = Ωr,s,
1 6 r 6 `− 1,(B.31)
which can also be easily verified directly using (4.3) and (2.4). We note that at the same
time, Ωr,s and Ωr,s are essentially (apart from their y -dependence) the admissible char-
acters of a level-(k−1) ŝ`(2) algebra obtained from ŝ`(2|1)k by the reduction with
respect to only the fermionic generators; this reduction therefore sends reducible ŝ`(2|1)-
modules into irreducible ŝ`(2)-ones, and the cohomology of the complex associated with
the reduction is certainly not concentrated at one term.
B.4. Ramond and Neveu–Schwarz characters and supercharacters. The ŝ`(2|1)-
characters introduced above are in the so-called Ramond sector. We also introduce
Neveu–Schwarz characters and supercharacters in both sectors as follows. The Neveu–
Schwarz characters are simply the θ = −1
2
spectral flow transformations of the above
(Ramond) characters: for the (twisted) character χ of any ŝ`(2|1)-module in the Ra-
mond sector, the corresponding (twisted) Neveu–Schwarz character is χNS;θ = χ;θ− 12 , and
therefore (see (B.10))
χNS;θ (τ, ν, µ) = e
ipikµ−ipik τ2χ;θ(τ, ν, µ− τ).(B.32)
With the supercharacter of a module P defined as
σ[P ](τ, ν, µ) = TrP
(
e2ipiL0τ+2ipiH
−
0 ν+2ipiH
+
0 (µ+1)
)
,
we then have the Ramond supercharacters χsR;θ ≡ σR;θ and the Neveu–Schwarz superchar-
acters χsNS;θ ≡ σNS;θ (for θ ∈ Z)
χsNS;θ (τ, ν, µ) = e
ipikµ−ipi k2 τ+ipikχ;θ(τ, ν, µ−τ+1),(B.33)
χsR;θ (τ, ν, µ) = χ;θ(τ, ν, µ+1),(B.34)
expressed in terms of the Ramond character χ .
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Schematically, behavior of characters in the different sectors under the S and T mod-
ular transformations can be summarized in the diagram
R S ,,
T

sNS
S
kk
T



sR
T

S
XX
NS
T
JJ
S
XX
(B.35)
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